


Dear Parents and Students

How honoured and pleased I am to be with you here at MES Cairo.  A thousand 
thanks to you all for extending such a warm and welcoming embrace to me and 
to my family - my wife, Leslie, and our son,Will. We all much appreciate it. What 
a lovely school community we have!  

And now, with your patience, a few words about both my career, and my family prior 
to our arrival at MES Cairo in August.  We consider Victoria, British Columbia, our 
home in Canada, though we have lived overseas for much of Will’s life.   Because 
my father’s career was in the Canadian Army, I therefore moved often, and as a 
boy and young man was educated in public, Catholic and independent schools 
throughout Canada and England. 

My initial two degrees, a BA (Honours) in History and Classics and a BEd in 
Social Studies and English, are from Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, 
while my MEd (Administration) is from the University of Victoria, British Columbia. 

I have worked as a teacher and educational leader in a total of nine schools in 
Canada, as well as in the UAE, China, Indonesia, Bolivia and now here at MES 
Cairo.  Leslie was a Registered Nurse when I first met her in a tiny Canadian 

community accessible only by air, and 600 kilometers from the end of the nearest road. Leslie has changed her career 
to Early Childhood Education as a result of our living overseas, and she is currently thoroughly enjoying herself as a 
TLA in FS1.  Will is also at our school working hard in Year 11 of the IBDP.

Over the past three months it has been a revelation for me to work at our school as the Whole School Principal 
responsible for both the Primary and Secondary schools. I am delighted to be reading to the Primary classes and my 
‘target’ is to have read to all 24 of our Key Stage One classes by 
the end of Term 1, and then on to Key Stage Two in the New Year!

During my visits to Secondary classes to speak with your sons 
and daughters, there is always an atmosphere of purpose and of 
energised goodwill.  Students and staff clearly enjoy the adventure 
of teaching and learning and the results are seen every day on so 
many varied fronts. I do believe that education is an adventure, 
that is, a venture with an element of risk - and that is what makes 
it so worthwhile.

After reviewing our academic progress, and in my discussions 
with our students, as well as with Mrs. Dajani, Ms. Ghada Dajani, 
our school leadership team, and with staff throughout our school, 
I am so pleased to see why we are so successful. The focus on the combination of academics, arts, athletics, and 
service initiatives – the foundation of all great schools - is extraordinary here at MES Cairo. In both the Primary and 
the Secondary Schools the teaching and learning I have seen taking place in classrooms, in the Primary pod centres, 
in Art and Drama rooms, and in the gym and on the playing fields, is pedagogically rich, with an emphasis on involving 
each and every student in a wide range of activities.  Indeed, our school will be focusing on both Student - Led Learning 
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and Cooperative Learning in the coming months and years as we guide our 
students toward becoming more independent learners through literacy. 

In Peripatetic musical concerts in the Primary atrium, Secondary Football and 
Volleyball teams excelling in tournaments, with Rugby and Basketball now 
coming on, in ‘Adopt a School’ fundraising events, and with spectacular artwork 
in both Primary and Secondary proudly and publicly displayed throughout our 
hallways, I see our school as an exciting and thriving centre of teaching and 
learning as we all strive together to achieve our potential!

In order to give you a further ‘feel’ for who I am, I would like to take this 
opportunity to voice some thoughts on leadership in the spirit of our MES Cairo 
Mission – ‘ Leadership through Education: Caring, Challenging, Inspiring’. I 
believe educational leadership revolves around the challenge of being true 
to yourself, while listening to and valuing - truly caring about - as many 
perspectives as possible. With that underpinning, combined with my own 
experience in education, for it is that experience upon which you, as students 

and parents, depend, decisions are then made in an environment 
of mutual respect. For I feel that leadership is all about balance 
and patience and bringing people together in a sense of respect 
and community.

I believe, moreover, that educational leadership is founded upon 
this understanding: that it is most helpful and productive and 
inspiring to our students to help lead as part of a team, for it is 
a team’s combined experience which helps all involved move 
forward.  As MES Cairo’s Whole School Principal, I am a guide first 
and foremost, with the happy responsibility of working together 
with Mrs. Dajani and Ms. Ghada Dajani, and our whole school 
community to ensure that as much as we are able, our students 

have the best possible teaching and learning experience throughout 
their years at MES Cairo. This allows and enables our children and 
young men and women to have as many options as possible open to 
them beyond their experience at our school.

Ultimately, educational leadership in its truest sense enriches those 
who lead and the community being led.  In the spirit of that belief I am 
truly privileged to be able to help guide our students toward the path 
of leadership.

I am looking forward now to getting to know personally many more of 
you as the year continues to unfold. Again, my great thanks!

Warmly,

Mr. M. Kirby

Whole School Principal

Modern English School Cairo
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MES Cairo Graduation ceremonies have a unique style. They are filled with emotionally stirring and visually striking moments that add to the 
thrill of the occasion. They incorporate traditional commencement exercises with high-quality theatrical and musical items that reflect the pride 
the MES Cairo family feels in each and every one of its Graduates. In a week when Egypt as a nation was experiencing high political drama, 
this Graduation ceremony was at one point in danger of being postponed due to possible curfews. The caps and gowns had been fitted, the 
show had been rehearsed and the students waited for their big day, at the same time as many of them also waited to hear who their first 
democratically elected leader would be. History struck its path, no curfews were announced and the MES Cairo Graduation Ceremony went 
ahead as planned on 23rd June 2012.

Family and friends, VIPs, teachers and administration staff arrived as the sun was setting on a warm yet breezy evening in Katameya. The 
school field quickly came alive with the excitement of the affair, complemented by the warm harmonious sounds of old friends being reunited. 
The formality and pomp of the occasion was studded by the many dazzling outfits that elegantly floated into the arena. Peripatetic music 
students played classical piano as the school grounds filled up with invitees who expressed a sense of awe at the sight and the décor of the 
magnificent, recently erected Graduation Ceremony Arena. 

At the formal start of the Ceremony, guests were introduced to another sphere of talent when they were treated to a spectacular, contemporary 
flag routine. The choreographed movements involved a group of students handling an enormous Egyptian flag. The piece, directed by Jonathan 
Todd, (Head of Performing Arts), formed a stunning metaphor for the delicate state of the nation; emphasising the importance of building a 
better tomorrow for young people and the necessity for adults to hand down to the young, a legacy they should be proud of. The students 
carried the sweeping, rippling flag with respect, care, confidence and eager enthusiasm - their routine signaling hope because after all, a nation 
will always be safe when the great responsibility of its leadership is entrusted to the hands of competent and highly educated, visionary leaders. 
The young people on the stage who were about to graduate were aware of the reality that the young people of Egypt can now choose their 
leaders. We were reminded of the MES Cairo Motto: Studiis Gubernatio: Leadership through Education.

This mood was further enhanced by the next item, ‘Alemouna Fee Madrasetna’, a touching song about the importance of education on a 
nation’s path to success.  Year Two soloists delighted spectators with their dulcet, passionate tones as they sang of their love for their school 
and for their country.

Guests were then warmly welcomed by Mr. Peter T. Godfrey, MES Cairo’s Founding Principal. They soon felt the rush of eagerness as the 
Class of 2012 entered the arena in a Processional March accompanied by Copland’s ‘Fanfare for the Common Man’. The Graduates were 
proudly led by Mrs. N. Singleton (Head of Secondary British and IB Diploma Sections) and Ms. C. Spencer (Principal of American Section).

Mr. Godfrey defined the event as ‘a celebration of all the successes of our graduating students. It is always very special to be on an occasion 
like this, that we have some of our younger Primary children standing alongside the older children. This year, we even have a member of our 
teaching staff on stage that was also a student at our school!’ Mr. Godfrey was referring to Ms. Nadya Shanab, MES Cairo Alumni and now 
MES Cairo music teacher. Nadya directed the Graduation Ceremony Primary School Choir for this event.

The National Anthem of The Arab Republic of Egypt was sung superbly by professional singer and MES Cairo parent, Rula Zaki. Rula also 
sang ‘Ahl el Ketab’ later in the ceremony – an apt song that underlines the importance of religious tolerance and national unity.

MES Cairo’s Tenth Annual American, British, 
and IB Diploma Graduation Ceremony.
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The national anthem was followed by a Quran 
reading delivered by Mohamed Fouda (Y5O), 
He recited in a memorable tone that was 
perfectly pitched; calm, clear and lyrical.

Mr. Daniel Tomlin (Musical Director) then 
conducted a large group of the combined Staff, 
Primary and Secondary Choirs in a feisty and 
energetic rendition of the MES Cairo school 
song, ‘To MES Be True’ (by D. Tomlin and 
G. Dajani). The combined choir remained on 
stage to sing the next piece. The ambiance of 
the ceremony enjoyed a euphoric lift, as the 
guests got highly involved in the joyous mood 
of, ‘Bokra’, which is a song about hope for 
tomorrow, peace, unity and progress. It was 
performed magnificently by MES Cairo family 
members of all ages.

Mr. Godfrey introduced Mrs. Sawsan Dajani, 
(Managing Director), describing her as a 
person who ‘always has been, and continues to be, an inspiration to myself and to everyone at Modern English School Cairo’.

The Graduating Class of 2012 were not the only people in the arena who listened intently to Mrs. Dajani’s words of wisdom. A leader who has 
steered the school successfully through challenging phases in the past, Mrs. Dajani described the past year of life in Egypt as ‘an interesting 
and challenging year full of events. It is extremely important to remember that every challenge is an opportunity and every event produces 
as many positive outcomes as it does difficult ones.’ Mrs. Dajani emphasised the importance of resilience and stressed that instead of letting 
change affect one in a negative manner, one ‘can choose to go forward’. She described negativity as ‘a poison that eats away at your mind, 
body and soul. More importantly, it corrupts our sense of values. It is the first component, together with anger, that some people reach for when 
faced with a difficulty.’

‘Along your journey of life you will encounter those with whom you disagree. It is in these situations in particular, that life lessons are taught and 
learnt. I urge you to open your minds against anger, open your hearts against pain and listen with reason and compassion.’

Mrs. Dajani’s speech struck a chord with the audience and she left the Class of 2012 feeling positive and inspired. She then introduced the 
Graduation Guest Speaker, the esteemed Dr. Ziad Ahmed Bahaa Eddin, an Attorney-at-Law and until very recently, a member of Parliament 
representing South Assiut.

Mr. Bahaa Eddin truly impressed with his incisive wisdom, foresight and courage, and his message gave hope and strength to all present, 
motivating the Class of 2012 as they prepared to embark on the next stage of their life journey.

‘The graduating Class of 2012 from Modern English School Cairo has endured one of the most difficult years in the history of Egypt, has 
participated in one of this country’s best moments, and has managed to successfully, we hope, complete the most important stage in their 
education. They have done so with grace and good fun…I speak to you at this interesting intersection as a politician, public servant and as a 
parent…Like many here I’m anxious about the future but hope that your Class of 2012 will not be. The politics of Egypt has been a rollercoaster 
ride of events and insecurities, but I have also made you more engaged with the politics of your country, more aware of its challenges, more 
opinionated in your politics and I hope more determined to solve this country’s problems. Don’t be shy to voice your worries, don’t be ashamed 
to say that you are concerned, but be persistent in dealing with both and determined in not losing your sense of belonging. This country is ours 
to share.’

‘As a public servant, I have had to often deal with much uncertainty and frustration, but my experiences are dwarfed by the resilience and 
clear vision of your school and its administration. I would like to salute 
the school and its teachers and administration and all its workers for 
helping you and us as parents pull through the year, for showing up 
to work, for insisting on business as usual, and for bringing normality 
to our tense lives. I hope you would embody the spirit of resistance 
and survival you have learnt at MES, and that you will always carry on 
with your lives with high hopes and spirits as your school has done in 
many occasions before.’ Dr. Bahaa Eddin’s speech was received with 
a record level of appreciation and applause.

Four talented MES Cairo teachers; Catherine Spencer, Anne-Marie 
Kirby, Daniel Tomlin and Scott Allsop performed the next musical 
feature ‘Hear My Song’, which sent out a powerful message to the 
Class of 2012.
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Four talented MES Cairo teachers; Catherine Spencer, Anne-Marie Kirby, Daniel Tomlin and Scott Allsop performed the next musical feature 
‘Hear My Song’, which sent out a powerful message to the Class of 2012.

As if in response, a representative Graduate from each section then addressed the arena. Nadim Gergis represented the American Section, 
Nesma Deghady represented the IBDP Section and Sarah Mansour represented the British Section. Their speeches were based on the 
concept of the importance of leaving a positive legacy. Nadim asked: ‘What will we the graduating Class of 2012 leave behind? The younger 
students we mentored, all the essays we wrote, our testimonials, our conversations, all the art decorating the halls, the beautiful wall we 
painted with for the Adopt-A-School charity project… and our extremely high standards. Our legacy will live on. I want everyone here to think 
for a second, what legacy will you leave behind?’ Sarah added to the list, ‘school records, the highest grade achievers and if it wasn’t for the 
boys in this graduating class, MES would still not have a rugby team.’ Nesma summed up the highlights of the senior year for the Class of 2012 
as a whole: ‘Everything we’ve been through this year ranging from the senior dinner to the amazing time we had at Barcelona, to the prom …
have made this year perfect. Some of us may stay closer to home than others, but at the end of the day I know for a fact that we will remember 
each and every person on this stage.’ Each one of the Graduate speakers spoke with clarity and conviction and were excellent representatives 
of their peers and great ambassadors for MES Cairo.

Mrs. Singleton and Ms. Spencer then spoke in a joint, rousing address that summed up a year of challenges for their staff and students and 
encouraged the Class of 2012 to move forward with courage and dignity, taking with them all they have learned on their MES Cairo journey 
and using their skills to help build a brighter future. 

MES Cairo teaches students to respect the principles of liberty, equality and freedom and a most poignant musical feature of the evening, 
in light of the uncertainty that surrounded the state of the nation at that time, was the highly moving rendition of, ‘I Hope You Dance’, 
performed to perfection by the powerful sound of the combined Secondary and Staff choirs, who also sang ‘How Do We Say Goodbye?’, as 
the performances came to a close.

Ms. G. Dajani (Deputy Managing Director), took to the lecturn to announce each member of the MES Cairo Class of 2012 as they came 
forward individually to collect their High School Diploma and Leaving Certificates, presented by Dr. Bahaa Eddin, Mrs. Dajani, Mr.Godfrey, 
Mrs. Singleton and Ms. Spencer.

The presentation stage was over and the Class of 2012 stood back in their places in anticipation, fully aware that they were about to be 
‘released’! Tradition has it that Mr. Godfrey has to let them go by ‘presenting’ them. The tension was palpable! Mr. Godfrey seemed determined 
to make them wait – in perhaps one final school lesson of patience and resilience. He spoke to them again: ‘Graduating students behind me, 
let me tell you; be aware that you may well be leaving the MES Family as a student but we will still consider you as part of the family and we 
will be following your successes as Alumni.’

Mr. Godfrey paused. He took a deep breath…

‘Ladies and Gentlemen! I present to you the Modern English School 
Cairo Class of 2012!’ Caps soared into the air as the Graduates were 
free to celebrate this landmark moment in their lives.

Dr. Bahaa Eddin and Mrs. Dajani had just reminded the Class of 2012 
that each one of us, as an educated person, has a responsibility to 
do whatever he or she can to affect positive progress. The teachers 
of the Class of 2012 were all there to celebrate and had watched 
and listened intently throughout. Those teachers looked on with pride 
and hope, relishing in the Graduates’ ecstatic response to their new 
‘freedom’ and confident in the knowledge that before long, the very 
excited young people on the stage before them were sure to make a 
very positive difference, somewhere in the world, very soon.
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FIVE OUT OF FIVE for MES Cairo!
Middle States Accreditation (MSA) – the fifth accreditation awarding body to re-accredit  

MES Cairo over a period of eighteen months.

They came, they saw and they were certainly impressed! This has been the experience of every 
validation team that has graced the campus of MES Cairo over the past two years. The Middle 

States Association accreditation visit that took place between 11th and 14th November 2012 proved to be 
no different. 

Dr. Tom Lubben and his team of accreditors recognised the complexity of our organisation and commented 
very specifically on the caring, challenging and inspirational leadership demonstrated by the Managing 
Director, Mrs. Sawsan L. Dajani, in running such an organisation. They also acknowledged our genuine 
desire for continuous growth and improvement and the ability of the staff and Senior Leadership Team in 
making that a reality.

Throughout the four days of their visit, the validation team 
felt the positive climate that pervades the students’ learning 
experience as they journey through their school life. As they 
spoke to students, parents and teachers, they could not 
help but pick up on the sense of pride that was felt by all. 
Furthermore, Dr. Lubben praised our willingness to support 
each other in times of need – a true hallmark of a caring 
community.

As for our challenges, the validation team agreed with our 
three chosen objectives and was satisfied with the action 
plans and systems put in place to monitor, evaluate, review 
and revise our way to improvement. 

As a result, we have successfully met the standards for 
accreditation of the Middle States Association of Colleges 
and Schools Commission on Elementary and Secondary 

Schools, as well as the requirements for the Excellence by Design protocol. The accrediting 
team found their MES Cairo experience to be both ‘enriching and rewarding’. For our 
school community, the experience was equally beneficial as it allowed us the opportunity 
to examine not only the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of what we do, but more importantly the 
‘why’. The ‘why’, embodied by our mission, beliefs and graduate profile, will act as our 
compass in the years to come as we prepare our future graduates to lead in their chosen 
endeavours.

Before we take our next step forward, let us now pause, look at what we have accomplished, 
and give ourselves a huge pat on the back because we have certainly earned it. 

Congratulations, MES Cairo!

Mr. K. El. Metaal – Secondary Deputy Head of Teaching and Learning
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I had the privilege to be present at some of the London 2012 Olympic Games this summer to 
witness some extraordinary athletes compete.  It was an opportunity to be reminded of just how 
prestigious and recognizable the Olympics are on the international sporting stage.  There can be 
no doubt about the standard needed to win an Olympic bronze, silver or gold.  The London 2012 
Olympics were no exception to this, and being at the games was also an opportunity to experience 
and celebrate British culture alongside the endeavours of international competitors.  Thorough 
preparation, in addition to talent, is a pre-requisite for any Olympic champion, particularly those 
going for gold. 

Similarly, British qualifications in education continue to be a benchmark of  excellence used 
worldwide, including for entry to universities in the Egypt, North America, Europe and of course 
in the UK.  IGCSEs and A-levels remain extremely popular for their academic rigour and they are 
so renowned across the globe for the standard of performance they represent - just like Olympic 
medals!

As the Olympic flame was extinguished in London on the night of the 12th August, here in Cairo 
there was an eagerness for the coming dawn.   For the following day MES Cairo students from 
British Section Year 10, 11 and 12 received their summer examination results.  Like the Olympians 
in London, thorough preparation from successful candidates had been the key to utilizing their 
talents and attainting the grades they deserved.   

IGCSE

For Year 10 in particular the outcome was phenomenal! The A*-C pass rate of 97.2% was the best 
on record at MES Cairo for 13 years.  This compares to 69.4% in UK GCSE results this year.

49.5% of all MES Cairo IGCSE entries in 2012 resulted in A*/A grades.  This compares to 22.4% 
in UK GCSE results this year.  This meant the majority of Year 10 student s struck gold in one or 
more subjects. 

These successes are particularly magnificent given that nearly all our candidates are a year 
younger than their UK counterparts and have English as their second language.

Obviously there are many significant success stories for departments and their staff but an extra-
ordinary achievement, evident in IGCSE English Literature, was the awarding of A* grades for every one of the 6 candidates entered.  This 
is unprecedented at MES Cairo and a truly remarkable performance.

Similarly, regarding individual candidates, there are numerous outstanding achievements but none can match or surpass Sameh Massoud’s 
(Y10B) perfect eight A*grades out of 8 subjects.  

Top 10 Outstanding Achievers at IGCSE:

Sameh Massoud  Y10B 8A*

Mohamed Zeid  Y10Y  7A* 1A 

Nourjahan Khafaga Y10R  7A* 1A 

Seif-El-Din Mattar Y10B  7A* 1B 

Zeyad Mohamed Y10R 5A*  3A 

Laila Farouk Y10R 5A*  2A  1B

Malek Sadek Y10Y  4A*  4A 

Omar Bahig Y10Y  5A* 2A 1B 

Fatma El Garhi Y10B  3A* 4A 1B 

Mohamed Kouta Y10R  3A* 4A  1B 

Nourhan Farrag Y10B  4A* 3A 1C

(n.b. The above selection is based on a grade points system A* 8, A 7, B 6, C 5 etc.)

Gold Standard in the Secondary British Section
IGCSE, AS-level and A-level Results 2012
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Year 11 and 12 AS-level

It is pleasing to report a vast improvement in percentage of A grades at Advanced Subsidiary level to 19.8%, nearly double last year’s figure.  
These include five grade As in Chemistry and four grade As for Ahmed Hafez (Y11B) alone. The overall pass rate was 89.3% which is 
above the figure for the UK.  We look forward to all of these students continuing with the second half of their A-levels this year in preparation 
for universities, including in the UK.

The students with grade As at AS-level:

Ahmed Hafez  Y11B  4A (Chemistry, Economics, Maths and Physics) 

Ahmed Khalil  Y11Y 3A (Chemistry, Maths and Physics)

Mahmoud Turky Y11B 3A (Chemistry, Maths and Physics)

Hussein Elwy Y11Y 2A (Business Studies and History)

Nevine Fahim Y12Y 2A (Literature in English and Spanish)

Sief-El-Din Kilaney Y11B  2A (Chemistry and Physics)

Abdel-Rahman Helmy Y11Y 1A (Chemistry)

Hashim Salem Y11R 1A (Applied ICT)

Hazem Diab Y11B 1A (Arabic)

Khadiga Khadr Y11B 1A (Literature in English)

Mohamed Abdel Ghani Y11R 1A (Maths)

Sherouk Hussein Y11B 1A (Economics)

Youssef Moemen Y11R  1A (Economics)

Xafsa Mohamed Y11Y 1A (Literature in English)

Y12 A-level

The 2012 overall pass rate of 97.3% is commendable. Four A*/A grades were gained in the Commercial Studies department. 
Ahmed El-Gharib (Y12Y), in particular, is an example to others in his determination to succeed. In 2011 he had achieved AS-
level grades C, C and B in Business, Economics and Maths respectively.  Through encouragement from his teachers and more 
self-motivation he has managed to turn these into final A-level grades of A, A* and B, making him the top performer in the British 
Section over two years.  Never give up hope!

The students with grade A*/A at A-level and their other results:

Ahmed El-Gharib  Y12Y  A*(Economics) A (Business Studies)   B (Maths)

Ahmed Abdel-Wahed  Y12R  A*( Business Studies)   B (Physics)  C (Maths)

Merna Henry  Y12R  A  (Business Studies )  B (Economics)  C (Biology)

Shaheer Soliman  Y12Y  A (History) B (Business Studies ) C (Economics)

British Section students at UK Universities

The A-level is the benchmark entry qualification for UK universities and generally 
three good A-level grades are required.  This is because unlike other university 
systems the first year of a UK university degree involves mostly the specialist subject 
(major) and the duration is usually for three years before graduation.  Therefore 
the entry criteria are very demanding.   The MES Cairo British Section graduates 
who secured places at UK universities in September 2013 include Ahmed Abdel-
Wahed (Y12R) for Mechanical Engineering at Lancaster University, Ahmed Mohsen 
Y12Y for Computer Science at Loughborough University , Hussein Houta (Y12Y) 
for Architecture at University of Westminster, Merna Henry (Y12R) for Business and 
Marketing at LCA ,Yehia Houta (Y12R) for Business Management at University of 
Greenwich and Youssef Rizkana (Y12Y) for Architecture at University of Portsmouth.  

Mr. S. Perry - Deputy Headteacher, Secondary British Section.
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The AP results for the 2011-2012 school year 
were, once again, quite impressive. MES 

Cairo offered 11 AP subjects during the school year. 72 
students were enrolled in these courses and registered 
to take a total of 116 AP exams at the end of the year.  

For the 2012-2013 school year, 73 students are 
enrolled in ten AP courses. The AP courses offered 
this year are: Chemistry, Biology, Micro and Macro 
Economics, Physics, Calculus, Art History, Studio Art, 
World History, Comparative Governments and Politics, 
and English Language & Composition.

Almost all of the MES Cairo students take the SAT 
college entrance exam. Again, this year, MES Cairo 
students scored above students in the United States on 
the SAT. The other college entrance exam option is the 
ACT (American Collegiate Exam). Many students have 
opted to take this exam and have scored exceptionally 
well. 

The MES Cairo American Section Class of 2012 has 
been accepted at excellent universities in Egypt and 
abroad. 64% percent of our students are attending 
American University in Cairo. 10% have chosen 
universities in the United Kingdom such as the 
University of York and University of the Arts. Canada 
was a choice for 10% of our graduates in schools 
like McGill University, University of Toronto, and The 
University of Waterloo. The United States was the 
destination for many of our students to schools like the 
University of California – Berkley and Santa Barbara, University of Pennsylvania, Ohio 
University, and the Parson’s School of Art and Design. Europe is home to several of our 
students now in Germany, France, and Switzerland. 

Going oversees for university is obviously becoming a more popular choice for our graduates.

We would also like to celebrate our High honor seniors who graduated with a GPA of over 3.5 last summer.

Ahmed Hamdy Kabesh 

Ahmed Mady 

Dana Mahgoub 

Donya Waleed Abouelnour 

Fareeda Amr El Tohamy 

Farida Abou-Hendia 

Farida El-Kassaby 

Ghadir Saif 

Hedayat Foda 

Hussein Assem 

Mariam Fayek 

Marina Murice 

Marina Raafat 

Moataz El-Sherbini 

Mohamed Aelmonem 

Mohamed Dahawy 

Nada Khalil 

Nada Okasha 

Norhan El-Sedfy 

Raghda Irahim 

Roseanna Lawandi 

Shareef Abdelaal 

Zayna Malas 

Congratulations to the whole of the American Section Class of 2012
Mr. D. Tomlin – Grade 11 and 12 Coordinator

American Section High School Diploma
and Advanced Placement Success
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Welcome Back!

After a seven year “sabbatical,” as Mrs. Dajani will say, I return to MES Cairo as 

the American Section Principal.  Some may remember that I was here in 

2001 to develop the American High School Program tabula rasa. During my “sabbatical,” 

I have kept a keen eye on life at MES Cairo and on the progress of the American Section 

through annual receipt of the MESsenger and the school calendar, which I proudly hang 

on my wall each year. I have shared 

these wonderfully illustrated and 

written publications with family and 

colleagues who also enjoy viewing the 

color and richness of MES.   

When I left MES Cairo, I returned to 

my first career passion—teaching.  For 

two years I was a Literacy Teacher/

Coach in a middle school in Florida.  Then I met a wonderful man from New 

Orleans, married him, moved to New Orleans and taught English in a local 

public high school.  After three years of high school teaching, I accepted a 

position in a local university where I taught Reading and Literature courses, 

created curriculum and participated in staff development workshops.  These 

experiences reinforce what I have tried to impart to my students over the past 

twenty-five years: an educated person is a continual learner, one who can obtain 

necessary knowledge and skills as an independent learner.  Learning is a never-

ending and ongoing process.

There have been many additions to the MES Cairo American Section since I left 

in 2005.  For example, in 2005 we had two Advanced Placement (AP) courses, 

AP Calculus and AP World History.  Now we offer twelve AP classes.  Also, 

Grades Seven and Eight have been added, and the number of students has 

increased from 100 to over 450.  With student growth, as expected, faculty and 

programs have been added to support our students.  Another area of growth is 

our rich elective offerings. When I left MES Cairo we offered eight electives and 

now we have over forty electives.  Choices, choices, choices!  So many choices 

to meet our student needs and desires. 

This is truly an exciting time for MES Cairo.  I am happy to rejoin MES, to be a 

part of its growth, to help educate the future Egypt.   As I marvel at the present 

MES and help lead its future, I am happy to greet the past MES Cairo students 

at their reunion in December.  What stories will they tell?

Leadership through Education: Caring, Challenging, Inspiring

Mrs. Regina S. LeBeau - Principal, American Section
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IBDP Results 2012
MES Cairo is proud to announce that in the International Baccalureate Diploma Programme section, we have had a 100% pass rate 

for our IB Diploma students for the second year running.  This means that every single one of our students …passed every 
single examination …in every single subject! 

Across the globe, 120,000 young people achieved an IB Diploma in 2012. The global average score achieved by students all over the world 
was 29 with only 109 students in the world achieving the maximum score of 45 points.

At Modern English School Cairo, we 
are proud to celebrate our notable high 
achievers:

Salah Batroukh 40 points 

Farah Azmy 39 points

Mona Maurice  37 points 

Norhan Mostafa 37 points

Karin George  36 points

Anna Borsch 35 points

Yasmine Akef 35 points

Menna Rafaat 34 points

These results are much higher than the 
world average and it is a delight to see how MES Cairo students have been given access to some of the very best universities in the world.  

Our average subject scores were higher than the world average in most subjects, including English, Mathematics, Physics, Biology and 
Chemistry. 

Scores of Level 6 and 7 (the highest 
possible Level for any subject) are 
apparent across the subject areas We 
are particularly proud of our Economics 
results, as every Economics student 
obtained a Level 7. Well done to those 
students and to Ms. El Hout.

Over half the IB students of the Class of 
2012 are now studying in universities 
outside of Egypt including: McGill 
University Canada, Waterloo University 
Canada, Queens University Canada, 
York University Canada, York University 
Canada, London University if Arts UK, 
the University of Santa Barbara USA, 
the University of Pennsylvania USA, the 
University of Berkley USA, Maastricht 
University Netherlands and the American 
University of Paris.

Once again, these results confirm the 
exemplary quality of the IB Diploma Programme here at MES Cairo.

‘Bravo’ to the MES Cairo IBDP Class of 2012!

Yasmine  Akef

Salah ElDin El 
Batroukh

Norhan Mostafa Mona MauriceMenatallah Raafat 

Karin GeorgeFarah AzmyAnna Borsch
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Mr. Chris O’Connell joined the staff at MES Cairo six 
academic years ago as our founding Coordinator 

of the IB Diploma.  Since then he has earned the respect of 
colleagues, parents and students alike for his extraordinary 
knowledge of the many subjects which he taught, his genuine 
passion for education and his belief that in every young person 
is the potential to do great things.

Mr. O’Connell ventured to his beloved ‘other’ home of Vienna 
for mid-term break and unbeknownst to us all when we said 
our farewells before the holiday, he would not return to MES 
Cairo.  Tragically, Mr O’Connell suffered a heart attack in his 
sleep and passed away on Friday 2nd November 2012.

As we have confronted the realisation of an MES Cairo and an 
IB Diploma Programme without Mr. O’Connell, there has been 
opportunity to reflect on the significant difference he made at 
our school.  He was a revered teacher of Mathematics and 
Physics in all three sections of Secondary (IB, British and 
American); students were well served by him in the classroom 

and performed consistently highly in external examinations.  He was also extremely 
competent in engaging students in Theory of Knowledge lessons, a subject at the 
core of the IB Diploma which relies on teachers’ subject knowledge across a broad 
range of disciplines.  And that was perhaps one of the most impressive qualities about 
Mr. O’Connell: his broad knowledge of academia, of life and of people.  As a former 
colleague described him in a tribute sent to the school at the news of his passing “he 
is the only person that I have met that could argue the finer points of Quantum Physics 
and quote John Donne in the same breath”.  In other messages received from MES 
Cairo teachers and students, past and present, an underlying theme resonates, that 
of Mr. O’Connell’s passion for the young adults who he considered it an honour and 
a privilege to work with.  He always sought to find good in each and every student.  
Some might have tested his patience and pushed boundaries at times but Mr. 

O’Connell was committed to the cause and 
believed with conviction that all students had 
unlimited promise.

A terrific colleague, a good friend and an 
extraordinary teacher; we feel the greatest 
sadness at Mr. O’Connell’s death.  In 
recognition of his efforts as Diploma 
Coordinator from the outset of our journey 
with the IBO, and the difference that Mr. 
O’Connell made in the lives of DP students 
and others, we will be including a special 
award in the annual End of Year ceremonies 
in his honour: The O’Connell Award.  This will be given each year in recognition of 
the DP12 student who best embodies the qualities of the IB Learner Profile.  This 
is a most fitting way to ensure that Mr. O’Connell’s legacy is kept alive at MES 
Cairo in years to come. 

Mrs. N. Singleton – Head of Secondary British and IBDP Sections

IN LOVNG MEMORY OF 
CHRIS O’CONNELL
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For many students, the middle of June might be the time when they are dreaming 
about their summer breaks, but a group of ‘Pre-IB’ students in Year and Grade 10 

found themselves instead thinking about the next academic year as they took part in the IB 
Induction Day.

This year the IB Induction Day focused on the core of the IB Diploma, as this is what makes 
the IB Diploma different from other academic programmes at this level.  Students took part in 
sessions that introduced them to the Creativity, Action and Service (CAS) component of their 
future Diploma, and the Theory of Knowledge (TOK) course.  Importantly though, students 
had the opportunity to meet each other and their new teachers in an informal setting, and 
they could start to enjoy their  journey to becoming the IB Diploma Programme Class of 2014!

The first challenge of the day was setting up the CAS activity – which involved brightly 
coloured paint, some thick brushes and a very large roll of plastic!  Everyone needed to 
work together to get the plastic sheet tightly taped between the posts and we realized that 
cutting tape was not a solo job if we wanted to get started quickly!  Once the plastic sheet 
was in place, students had to paint their 
partner ‘through’ the sheet using the bright 
colours and thick brushes available.  After a 
hesitant start, everyone got in to the activity 
and was soon pulling faces and poses that 
were being captured in yellows, blues and 
greens on the other side!  

This method of painting portraits is known as 
the ‘Abla technique’, after the Egyptian artist 
Mohamed Abla who first used it.  It allows 
everyone, regardless of their experience as 
an artist, the opportunity to paint a portrait 
and it really breaks down barriers between 

artist and subject.  We finished the morning 
session pleased with the group portrait we had painted, and for those who had 
not picked up a paint brush since Year or Grade Eight (!) it was a first step 
towards the challenges they might take on, or new skills they might learn, as part 
of the CAS Programme in the IB.

Another unique aspect of the IB Diploma Programme that students were 
introduced to was the Theory of Knowledge course.  TOK encourages students 
to question knowledge and learn about how the issue of knowledge can be 
approached in very different ways.  The IB Induction included a chance for 
the Pre-IB students to watch the DP11 class perform their end-of-year TOK 
Presentations that explored the issues surrounding knowledge on a topic of 
their choice.  Presentation topics included how views about contraception are 
justified, whether photography should be considered an art or a science, and 
how politicians use advertising to influence our perceptions of them.  

It was fascinating to see the range of topics students were interested in and it 
gave the Pre-IB Class an opportunity to see where they too might be in just one 
year’s time.

The final activity of the IB Induction Programme was designed to encourage 
team-work and develop problem solving skills.  The Pre-IB students would not be 

IB Diploma Programme Induction Day 

Introduction to Creativity, 
Action and Service (CAS)
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alone in this challenge, but would be helped (or maybe hindered!) 
by their IB teachers.  In small teams students and staff competed 
in an Amazing Race around the school to find clues to puzzles 
and solve problems along the way.  Teams were challenged 
with working out the total cost of every item on the Jared’s 
Bagels menu, finding an animal and photographing a team 

member beside a 
prime numbered 
locker.  At the end 
of the day it was 
clear that students 
and staff in the IB 
Programme are all determined to succeed at everything they do!

Mrs. A. Allsop  -  IBDP CAS Coordinator 

What the students said about the day! This ‘anonymous’ feedback was given by 
current DP11 students:

“The most useful thing about the day was the way we were introduced to each other 
and to our new teachers”

“What I enjoyed most about the day were the games that we played – especially the 
Amazing Race”

“What I enjoyed most about the day was that it helped me apart in to my new class 
and I got to meet my new teachers.  It was basically a taste of what to expect.”

“I enjoyed the activity when we painted each other through the plastic sheet!”

Usually when the scholarship winners are announced at the beginning of the academic year there is an eager 
air of anticipation. There is much speculation amongst teachers and students alike as to which student will be 
given the honourable and prestigious title of ‘scholarship winner for the IBDP section’. Not this year. There 
is one student in this year’s IBDP cohort who has stood out as the outstanding student since Year Seven. 
She had been the highest achieving student in her year group at IGCSE level (7 A* and an A grade) and has 
amassed a multitude of achievement awards in each of her Secondary years at MES Cairo.

Lyla Atta is truly an exceptional student. Her academic achievements have continued at IBDP level, achieving 
an excellent 38 points at the end of DP11. However, this is not just a student who tirelessly works at her 
six IBDP subjects and has no time for anything else. Far from it. During DP11 she went on numerous 
International Award  expeditions, she has been an exemplary ambassador for MES Cairo at overseas MUN 
conferences and is an active member of the National Honours Society. In addition, her humanitarian outlook 
is exemplified by her volunteer work at the Children’s Cancer Hospital. As if six demanding IBDP subjects 
were not enough for Lyla along with all these other commitments, she has taken the time to learn Korean as a foreign language 
and also to teach Arabic. Most incredibly, Lyla is not content to study only two Higher Level Sciences at IBDP level (Biology and 
Chemistry), she spent last summer at Harvard University on a Physics summer school.

Through all of her academic, philanthropic and humanitarian work, Lyla is a positive role model to both her peers and younger 
students within the school and elsewhere. 

Congratulations to the 2012-2013 Secondary IBDP Section Scholarship Winner – Lyla Atta.

Dr. K. Tomlinson – Head of British and IBDP Science     

MES Cairo Scholars 2012-2013

IBDP Section - Lyla Atta
A shining ambassador for MES Cairo

Lyla Atta - British 
Section Scholar 

2012-13
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Faultless Combination as Ahmed Hafez leaps to the 2012 Scholarship Award
Scholarship winners do not attain their positions by working alone.  Parents, 
teachers and other students all contribute to help an individual reach their 
peak.  This is certainly the case for Ahmed Hafez Y12R in achieving his 
faultless four grade As at Advanced Subsidiary level in Chemistry, Economics, 
Maths and Physics (following four grade A*s and four grade As at IGCSE the 
previous year).  In addition, he has shown in his involvement with Model United 
Nations, particularly at the St. Petersburg Conference 2012, that he is an 
able team player and effective communicator.  However, Ahmed’s teamwork 
extends beyond the normal boundaries of human involvement and on his way 
to winning this year’s British Section Scholarship Ahmed has formed another 
distinguished partnership – with his show jumping horse, Olympia.  As well as 
being academically brilliant Ahmed is also a sporting champion, with the help 
of Olympia of course. Their show jumping national titles include an incredible 
five 1st places, including two in 2012.  Ahmed began riding at the age of six and has excelled to 
international standard, even placing 4th in an under-14 international competition in 2007.  

The scholarship winner in any section assumes a leadership role and must set an example to other 
students throughout the school.  Ahmed has certainly proved capable of demonstrating this with 
his balanced between both academic excellence and his 
success in extra-curricular pursuits.  He is well known for 

his inner confidence and calm manner.  Attributes no doubt developed whilst avoiding the refusals and 
faults over obstacles in the show jumping arena with Olympia.

Congratulations to the 2012-2013 Secondary British Section Scholarship Winner – Ahmed Hafez Y12R 
(on Olympia!)

Mr. S. Perry – Deputy HEadteacher, British Section

MES CAIRO SCHOLARS 2012 – 13
British Section - Ahmed Hafez (Y12R)

Alia Bassam is a person of strong character and ambition. Personality, as much as academics, defines Alia as a student. 
She easily masters a variety of disciplines from mathematics to literature to philosophy. She is open-minded and loves 
learning, relishing ideas for their own sake. She has a real passion for improving her skills and is genuinely interested 
in all of the subjects she studies. Her intellectual aptitude is apparent in her grades and test scores. During her high 
school years, she has accumulated a GPA of 4.01 and challenged herself with four AP courses. We expect outstanding 
results and wish her the best of luck. 

Alia’s academic talents are balanced by her open, kind, and helpful personality.  She easily mingles with different peers 
and is always there at every social event. Alia adds joy to the classroom environment and among her friends with her never-ending enthusiasm, 
devotion, and helpful personality. She displays an ebullient and disarming attitude that, combined with her intellectual prowess, makes her an 
engaging personality. As an exemplary student, she is chosen to be a student mentor and takes great pleasure in helping the Grade 7 students 
and being a role model for them.

The scholarship award was partly given to Alia for her involvement in a diverse range of extra-curricular activities. Alia is always eager to 
explore new paths and push herself beyond her limits. Alia has assumed a leadership role as a member of the student council and is currently 
an active member of the National Honor Society, always attending every event. Keen to give something back to society, she never misses an 
opportunity to participate in the school’s Orphanage visits every term. Alia is on the basketball team and always get gets involved in stage crew 
and stage art during school productions.

As a first step on the path to her chosen career in Political Science and International Relationships, she had a significant leadership role as 
a Model United Nations chair in the Ivanovo, Russia conference. She also attended a summer programme in Georgetown University last 
summer and has returned with a unique experience. 

Alia’s motto has always been, ‘If I’m doing a job, I’ll do a job well done’, and, ‘There’s always time to do more, learn more, and then be more.’   

Congratulations, Alia! You are a shining star that is truly deserving of the 2012-13 American Section scholarship.

American Section Scholar 2012-13

Alia Bassam (G12B)
MES Cairo’s American Section Star Shines Brightly

Alia Bassam - 
American Section 
Scholar 2012-13

Ahmed Hafez - British 
Section Scholar
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‘Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.’
Rober Frost  

No one would have been able to convince me that I would be working so far away from Lake 
Wylie, South Carolina exchanging one picturesque view for another. I worked in a typical 
American high school in a rural part of the state.  I taught Government, hoping to impact my 
students to make them better and more active members of society.  This quest for advocacy 
in education led me to seek a degree in curriculum with a focus on instructional technology.  It 
fascinated me that the world outside of the school house was changing, yet the course that most 
schools was taking was to watch as the world changed.  This led me to develop my own virtual learning environment that lead to 
the creation of an i-Learning school with its own curriculum, director, and course offerings that stressed interactive technologies 
embedding social networking into the curriculum.  By working in a virtual environment, you are able to make life-long connections 

with people you may not otherwise know.  After serving as the Director of 
Virtual Learning, I worked at the national level with a software company 
bettering their virtual course offerings by using SMART technologies 
that were more intuitive, engaging, and rigorous. I continued as an 
administrator and athletic coach at the high school and decided that I 
needed to see where this virtual road would take me next.  It would have 
been much easier to stay in a position or in surroundings that I was 
familiar with, however the challenges in life are those that teach you the 
most.  I believe in life-long learning and that the key to one’s success lies 
in your ability to see where life takes you.  The road less traveled might 
seem a little daunting and ominous at the onset, but the trip has been 
well worth it.  My family, the students, and my colleagues here at MES 
Cairo never fail to challenge and enrich my life on a daily basis.  

New Vice Principal in the American 
Section - Ms. Dodi Ballard

Hello!  I’m Mr. Dave and I’m the new Deputy Headteacher of Key Stage Two (KS2).  Before moving 
to MES Cairo I was Deputy Headteacher of a Primary school in Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, 
about 100 miles west of London.  I taught thirty fantastic children aged seven to nine and worked 
with a wonderful team that I miss very much. I was there for five years and in that time we 
developed a creative curriculum which made learning fun for everyone.  I walked to school each 
day from my house, ten minutes up the road, and when not at school, I spent time with my family 
and friends.  My family consists of my wife, Ali, who is now Miss Ali in Year Six and my children 
Laurie, three, (now in FS1 Violet) and Martha, two, (who starts here next September). I have a 
much older son Alex, who lives in Cornwall. My favourite sport is canoeing and in the UK I was 
able to shoot down rivers in Wales, which was always a buzz!  

The good news is: not much has changed!  I still work with a wonderful team and still spend time 
with family and friends.  We chose MES Cairo because we are friends with the Millingtons (Miss 
Nicky is the Primary Art Teacher and Mr. Millington is the Year Five Year Team Leader) and they 
persuaded us to do something very different!  I’m glad they did and I thank them for it.  I love 
my job and feel privileged to be able to influence developments at such a vibrant school and work with everyone in KS2, from 
teachers to House Captains to cleaners to secretaries.  The children are very friendly, welcoming and funny and the staff team is 
exceptionally skilled, dedicated and hard-working.  

I’m very much looking forward to supporting the KS2 team in continuing to develop the way we inspire our children through a 
diverse curriculum.  I am also looking forward to working on the shows that the school is famous for.  It’s going to be a great year...!

Mr. David Poad – New Key Stage 
Two Deputy Headteacher
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On the Saturday, staff were given training on how to assess 

maths and oral literacy, how to organise Guided Reading 
and how to plan for Currriculum Diversity.  The teachers, TLAs and 
librarians met in Rainbow groups (a Rainbow group is made up of 
staff working in the same colour classes across the Primary phase) 
to discuss how the new behaviour management system was 
working and the impact the Manners Matter initiative was having on 
the school population.  Teachers reported that the behaviour chart 
has helped support positive behaviour in classes and children are 
being rewarded for their hard work and good behaviour.  We have 
all noticed how much children are trying to use good manners and 
we are moving children’s names up the behaviour chart and giving 
them ‘good manners’ stickers all the time!

The groups then worked co-operatively to produce a scene from 
one of the Book Project stories which was photographed and which 
will be displayed in the Library for the children to enjoy!

On the Sunday, 120 Primary staff gathered together in the Multi-
Purpose Hall for training on coaching, led by Mrs. Mella Jodrell, the 
KS1 Deputy Headteacher.  We worked in teams in of 7, firstly, to find 
out about coaching through a co-operative approach, and secondly 
to practise the skills we had learnt by coaching another colleague.  
We learnt how to use active listening techniques to encourage our 
colleagues to speak, and how to ask effective questions to help 
colleagues reach a solution to a problem.

The feedback was very positive and Mrs. Jodrell will now look to 
train more staff as coaches, to work towards our aim of embedding 
coaching across the school, as a tool for improving learning.

Mr. D. Poad - Primary Key Stage Two Deputy Headteacher

An opportunity for 
teachers to learn!

Primary Inset Training 6 – 8th October 2012
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For our Foundation Stage One and Two team, Sunday 8th 
October started out as any ordinary day would, but it ended 

with squiggles and wiggles!  HOW? I hear you gasp. Well, it was all 
because of a lady called Shonette Bason who visited Modern English 
School Cairo to advise us about making teaching and learning fun in 
Early Years Foundation Stage.  We are lucky to have had Shonette 
visit us twice now as she is an outstanding Early Years practitioner and 
Continuing Professional Development trainer. 

Shonette was asked to come so that she could share with us her secrets, 
especially those about ‘Squiggle Whilst you Wiggle’.  ‘Squiggle Whilst 
you Wiggle’ is all about mark making for a purpose. It is a pre-cursor 
to writing, it focusses upon the idea that a child needs movement 
so that the brain can gain control over its body.  By completing the 
‘Squiggle Whilst you Wiggle’ movements to music children become 
more co-ordinated and balanced. So what do the children do? The 
children are encouraged to squiggle or make marks along the ‘journey 
of the squiggle’ which is a series of movements using their whole 
body, and with two hands, they may use two crayons, two chalks, two 
paintbrushes, two anything! Lots of language is used during ‘Squiggle 
Whilst You Wiggle’. Positional language is used and talk about the 
squiggles being created also occurs.

Our Early Years Foundation Stage team certainly enjoyed the fun and 
excitement of ‘Squiggle Whilst you Wiggle’.  To sum up ‘Squiggle Whilst 
You Wiggle’ is short, sharp and exciting for the children; it encourages 
them to mark make for a purpose. I have already seen some eager 
teachers using it in classrooms in order to help the children embark 
upon that journey into writing.

Ms. B. Meason  - Primary Senior Lead Teacher

Shonette Bason visits 
MES Cairo Primary
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MES Cairo teachers immersed themselves in 
two days of learning on 6th and 7th October 

2012.  So used to leading the classroom experience, 
the two Professional Development days in Secondary 
Section required teaching colleagues to fully embrace 
their commitment to lifelong learning and consider 
an array of new initiatives in education from the 
perspective of the student.

A well-planned programme ensured that the learning 
needs of all were catered for.  Day One was a general 
presentation on Assessment for Learning, led by Sue 
Manser.  Sue is a friend of MES Cairo through our 
mutual association with British Schools in the Middle 
East (BSME), and is also the Principal of EL Gouna 
School.  Her vast experience in UK schools, and 
leading education initiatives and school inspections 
provided valuable insight into good practice concerning 
meaningful, authentic assessment.  AfL strategies 
have been a feature of MES classrooms for some 
time; Sue’s remit was to inspire further thought and 
departmental planning to ensure consistency in our 
approach to AfL.  At the core of our time spent with 
her was the principal that assessment should guide 
learners towards an appreciation of their own level of 
understanding and most importantly, how to improve, 
in contrast to the somewhat old-fashioned belief that 
the purpose of assessment is only to establish what 
has been learned.

Our dedicated AfL Steering Committee spent additional 
time with Sue Manser, refining a Secondary Section 
strategy for consistent and meaningful assessment 
whilst British Section leadership, Coordinators and 
Core Heads of Department were trained to getting the 
best out of the data produced by our administration of 
Cognitive Ability Tests (CAT).  

Mr. Frank Devine from UK based Educational Research company GL Assessments 
enlightened us on how to read CAT profiles on individual students as well as cohorts.  
The data we have collected since introducing the tests 3 years ago is fascinating in the 
context of how it can be used to inform future planning and measure anticipated progress 

Secondary Teachers 
Engage in Professional 

Development

TEACHERS AS  LEARNERS ABOUT  TEACH ING  AND LEARN ING
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compared to actual attainment.  We can conclude that 
our students are doing much better in IGCSE, AS and A 
Level examinations than their cognitive ability indicators 
suggest they should be: a topic for further investigation in 
our ongoing commitment to providing the best education 
for MES students.

On Day Two, we turned to the expertise of our own 
experienced colleagues to offer a menu of two-
hour workshops.  Teachers led sessions on Moodle 
page design, ActiveStudio software for Interactive 
Whiteboards, Collaborative Learning, Differentiation 

for Able Students, Incorporating Gaming technology 
into lessons, School Leadership and Arabic.  Workshop leaders earned the respect of their 
peers, who commented that the sessions were valuable, professional and most importantly, 
inspiring.  

Some comments from teachers about the collaborative professional development workshops:

“…probably the most useful (In-service Training) I have had…”

“It was really appreciated that there was a choice of quite diverse sessions with varied content 
that had a direct impact on everyday teaching…”

“We engaged in good professional dialogue about co-operative learning and we exchanged 
a lot of ideas about how to adapt techniques to our classes…”

“The (Interactive Whiteboard) Training…was excellent.  It got me very excited about using my 
IWB in a more interactive way, and it was just the training that I needed in order to do that!”

“…the opportunity to work with a range of colleagues was fantastic…some of the best (In-
service Training) I have ever had.”

“The Arabic session was brilliant and all those in my group agreed that it was one of the most 
useful pieces of (in-Service Training) that we’ve experienced.”

“Our colleagues here at the school have wealth of experience and expertise to pass on and 
this was done in a thoroughly enjoyable and professional way.”

The positive impact of two dedicated days of Professional Development can already be 
seen in initiatives across the Secondary Section and within classrooms.  Every MES teacher 
believes in the benefits of a lifelong commitment to learning; another successful feature of 
our dynamic learning community is the emphasis placed on continued improvement and 
reflective practice not just in the young adults we teach, but in ourselves also.

Mrs. N. Singleton - Head of Secondary, British and IB Diploma Sections
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On October 8th, 2012, forty parents of Grade Nine 
students took a deep breath and went “Back to 

School”.  This event, quite common in the United States, 
returned to MES Cairo after a seven year absence.

The brainchild of Mrs. Regina LeBeau, the afternoon 
began with a meeting in the school’s theatre to introduce 
the team of staff responsible for the welfare of the Grade 
Nine students, both academically and pastorally.  The 
group of parents who gathered there met Mr. Matthew 
Kirby (Whole School Principal), Mrs. Regina LeBeau 
(American Section Principal), Mrs. Dodie Ballard 
(American Section Assistant Principal), Mr. Khalid El 
Metaal (Secondary Teaching and Learning Deputy 
Head), Mr. Jonathan Todd (Grades 9 and 10 Coordinator) 
ad Ms. Nesreen Saleh (Grades 9 and 10 Administrative 
Officer).  The High School Transcript, that most important 
of documents, was described, particularly the fact that 

everything the students achieve in Grade Nine will stay with them, recorded on the Transcript, all the way through to the application 
process for University and College in Grade 12.

After the meeting, parents were given a schedule representing all of the subjects their children study on a day to day basis.  
Moving over to the Secondary building, the group climbed the stairs all the way up to the Science Department to take the first 
of their ‘classes’ for the afternoon.  They met with the Science teachers responsible for teaching their own child, enjoying an 
introduction to the relevant Grade Nine Science course and being given the chance to ask questions.  After ten minutes bells rang 
through the building, signaling the time to move on to the next subject.

Department by department, the parents worked their way through their children’s schedules with some risking detentions for being 
late to class!

Every parent received a gift of a ‘Survival Guide to Grade Nine’ along with an MES Cairo fridge magnet to keep the important 
information contained on the sheet (important dates, contact details, Moodle advice, etc.) close at hand back at home.  The gift 
also included a Cougars patch to celebrate the ongoing success of MES Cairo Sports teams.

Feedback from both parents and staff suggested that the event was a welcome one with the vital personal connection being 
made between the two groups.  A real sense of support for our students was evident and the Secondary building was awash with 
satisfied smiles.  

Parents have since been in touch with us to thank us for the afternoon.

“As a parent I would like to thank you for the Back to School Evening that was arranged for the Grade Nine parents.  It was very 
well organized, informative and impressive.  Getting to know the teachers and their 
background helped a lot.  They were professional in their presentations and managed 
to attract everyone’s attention.  Everyone was pleased, and the newcomers to MES 
Cairo were impressed by the meeting, especially the ones coming from a different 
educational system.  This gave them an insight into how and what their children will 
study in the American Section.  Also, touring around the school, as new parents, 
gave a wonderful impression of the MES Cairo facilities and premises.  They were 
pleased with the information they received, especially how to log in to Moodle, what 
is posted on it, how to get their passwords, the grading system and the expectations 
of each teacher.  All of the sessions were impressive, especially the information we 
received from the PE and Arabic Departments.  These were very important as few 
of us were aware of how serious the PE grading system is.  I think this will improve 

Time to go “Back to School” 
for Grade Nine parents

Mrs. LeBeau, Mr. Tomlin, Ms. Nesreen, Mr. Todd, 
Mr. El Metaal and Mrs. Ballard ready to greet 

parents

A Grade 9 Survival Guide, given to parents who attended the event.
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the commitment of the kids and the support of the parents.  As for the Arabic and 
Social studies they highlighted how the Edadeya exams are very important and they 
explained the changes in the Ministry grading system.  The teachers introduced 
themselves and they gave us their e-mails, which was very helpful.  We also saw 
the classes and even the D&T equipment and understood how the students can 
be creative.

Indeed, the meeting has set the grounds for a successful and on-going teacher/
parent communication for the benefit of the students.

Thank you all for this successful and very well organized evening, and for making 
us, as parents, proud of being part of MES, Cairo.”

Another parent wrote

“Dear Mr. Todd,

I would like to thank Mrs. LeBeau and you for that lovely evening.The idea was 
great and everyone was very hospitable and genuinely helpful.”

Similar sentiments were expressed by the staff involved in the subsequent days.  
It was a real team effort with Ms. Ghada Dajani’s Administrative Staff ensuring 
everything ran smoothly with bells in hand, the Teachers who delivered such 
interesting and informative ‘lessons’ and the management team who helped the 
Parents navigate the building and were on hand to answer questions.  

‘Back to School’ was another testament to the family feel of MES Cairo and everyone 
is looking forward to similar events in the future.

Mr. J. Todd – Grade 9 and 10 Coordinator 

The MES Cairo Secondary LMC (Library) is off to a 
running start! Since the beginning of the school year all 
of the Year and Grade Seven and Eight English students 
have been into the LMC for Power Point presentations on 
topics such as Library Induction and Plagiarism. 

The general guidelines for borrowing materials have 
been reviewed this year. Students may have a maximum 
of 4 books at one time, including 2 fiction, 1 non-fiction, 
and one Arabic. Books may also be renewed if needed 
for more time. If a book is overdue (including lost or 
damaged), the student’s account is suspended. The best 
way to keep the account open is to pay for the item. This 
allows the student to immediately borrow materials again. 
If the lost book is returned, we will refund the money. 

Students receive overdue notices through their homeroom teachers, and eventually a letter is 
sent home if there is an outstanding book.

Students also enjoy using the LMC independently before and after school, and during breaks. 
Time is spent reading newspapers or magazines, studying homework, printing out reports, 
and relaxing. Our “Reference” section (materials used only in the library) is in big demand! 
Another popular area is our “New Books” shelf. Our bulletin board in the hall posts news 
articles on international current events, and our displays offer ideas for book selection. 

The LMC has been bustling, filled with students and teachers seeking out information and 
sanctuary. Mrs. Gemayel and I couldn’t be happier! We extend a warm welcome to all.

Ms. F. Klein – Learning Media Centre Coordinator

A great start to the year for the 
Secondary Learning Media Centre (LMC) 

Question and answer session

Ms. Downey explains the importance of PE
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Year Seven have made an excellent start at MES Cairo’s Secondary School!

They have been extremely busy getting used to secondary life: a new two-week timetable, a new curriculum, new teachers, new 
classrooms and new friends!  There are three Home Rooms in Year Seven in the British Section. They meet each morning 

and they stay in these groups for every lesson except PE where they mix with others in their year group. Meet the members of Year Seven 
Blue, Red and Yellow!

Life is exciting in our new look
Year Seven

Year Seven Blue class has settled in brilliantly and the students are 
now familiar with all dynamics of Secondary school life. In Seven 
Blue, we have students representing MES Cairo on different sports 
teams and a large number of them are involved in After School 
Activities like ping pong, MES Radio and Band Hero. They are a 
lovely group of students!

Youssef Erian, Yasser Dabees, Karim Mourad, Karim El Akkad, Mariam 
Nabahn, Aisha Abdul Aziz,  Ms. Nadya Shanab, Farida Mahmoud, Mariam 
Gouda, Marwan Seoudi,  Nada Abdelattif, Ahmed Wahab,  Marwa Ghaber, 
Sherif Soliman, AbdElRahman Henawy,  Ahmed El Masry, Nadim Osman,  
Seif Soliman, Youseff Abbas, Shehab El Fadl, Yehia ?

Mr. John Van De marel, Yasmine Sadek, Farah Hussein,  Mohamed Fikry, Rady Madkour, 
Ali Attia, Karim Nagy, Ahmed Swellem,  Ali Samy, Omar El Damaty, Seif Taha, Omar Sadek, 
Zein El Zarki, Abdel Rahman Taha, Malik Ghali, Laila Dihab, Mia Jodrell, Tala Mosalam, Nada 
Hussein,  Nour Fayed, Salma Abdelghaffar, Farida Soliman,  Shahd El Sonni,  Ahmed Ismail

Year Seven Yellow had a tremendous start of the year.  
Students amazed their teachers by showing them to be 
multitalented pupils interested in a variety of subjects and 
topics.  Their ability to work diligently and collaboratively, 
to be helpful towards the people around them and the 
amount of positive energy they bring to their classes 
each day combined with the right amount of humour, 
also astonished members of  staff.  Yellow is also well 
represented in several leading committees allowing the 
class to make even more positive contributions to the 
whole school environment.  What a true pleasure it is to 
be working with such great students!  Congratulations 
boys and girls!

Year Seven Red students have taken to secondary school like 
ducks to water, settling in comfortably and sharing their infectious 
enthusiasm and hard work. The students have made a strong 
start in lessons, but their efforts don’t end in the classroom: 
members of Seven Red take part in a wide range of After School 
Activities including Golf, Middle School Basketball and Playing in 
the MUD. Well done Year Seven Red – keep up the good work!

Lana El Seesi, Khaled Sabek, Ali Hassinein, Sherif Toma, Hassan 
Amer, Malak El Ahwal, Omar Maarouf,  Fatima Maksoud,  Aisha Morsi, 
Mawada Ghamez, Adam Abu Shady,  Mr. Matthew Coolin, Natalie 
Osman,  Ali Attia,  Adham Mira,  Mostafa Aly,  Youseff Marzouk, Marina 
Ghattaz, Faris Abdel Majid,  Ezzeldeen Magharbray,   Shahd Ashraff
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ASSEMBLIES
Once every three weeks Year Seven get together for an assembly to celebrate the 

achievements of individuals 
in the year group and enjoy 
reflecting on what is happening 
in the school community. 
They also get the chance to 
reflect on issues that matter 
in their local environment and 
globally. The assembly begins 
with music from willing and 
talented young people from 
the year group.

So far in PE students have completed the following units: Swimming, football  and  
ultimate Frisbee. This term they will be having taster sessions in football, basketball and 
volleyball.  After school, students have the option of training in numerous sports and 
fitness sessions. At present the Middle School basketball club has started training for 
the CISS competition. The rugby club have also started training on Sunday afternoons.

HOMEROOM REPRESENTATIVES 
One boy and one girl from each Homeroom have 
been elected to represent their class in issues 
that matter to them. They meet up once every two 
weeks and have raised some important ideas in 
order to improve life at Modern English School, 
Cairo.

HALLOWEEN PARTY 
On 18th October 150 Year / Grade 7 
and 8 students met to enjoy a great 
Halloween celebration which was 
organized by the Seniors.  Many 
students made the effort to come in 
fancy dress to add spice to the party.

Ms. C. Downey – Year 7 and 8 Coordinator

YEAR SEVEN SPEAK OUT!
“I think I have settled into Year Seven really well 
and I am excited to spend the rest of my secondary 
life at MES. It is a wonderful environment.” Lana 
El Seesi (Y7R)

“I really like Secondary school because I have 
become more responsible. I have a locker 
and have met new students. I also know new 
teachers.” Khaled Sabek (Y7R)

“I have found secondary to be quite enjoyable 
during my few months there. Settling in has been 
quite easy and I think Secondary lessons are 
more invigorating. I thank all the teachers and 
students who helped me to settle in to this new 
learning experience.” Ali Attia (Y7R)

“I love secondary because we get to move from 
class to class and we play really cool games in 
PE, Drama and D+T. I love most homework like 
art, English, D+T and Drama” Fatima Maksoud 
(7R) 

“Confidence, independence and being mature are 
the things that Secondary has helped me improve 
all of these things. My friends have helped me 
settle down quickly.” Adham Azab (Y7R)

CONGRATULATIONS
YEAR 7 HOUSE 

REPRESENTATIVES
Kepher – Ezzeldine El Maghraby 
Y7R
Amun – Salma AbdelGhafar Y7Y
Selket – Tala Mosalam Y7Y
Edjo – Adham Mira Y7R

PE and ATHLETICS

Musicians in assembly

Year Seven girls PE

Rugby boys

Nada running

Halloween Party 

Homeroom representatives
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One of the components of the American Section Psychology course 
is to learn about experimentation and a great way to learn about 

a topic is to experience it! Since there are few psychology experiments that 
high school students are able to recreate, we found ourselves fortunate to 
come across a case study done by Harvard professor, Dr. Teresa Amabile, 
in 1982. Amabile’s focus of study was on the creativity of children and 
adults. 

The Psychology students were immediately excited about the idea of 
recreating this case study and were privileged to have permission to 
work with Year Five students in the Primary school. The hypothesis of 
our case study was that students who created art for an extrinsic reward 
would be significantly less creative than students who created art for its 
own sake, or who have intrinsic motivation. In advance of the experiment, 
the Psychology students prepared and created the materials needed, and 

worked through the logistics of the case study steps. 

On 10th October, twenty one anxious and excited Psychology students trekked over to Primary to perform the experiment. To the Year Five 
students, it was a pleasurable opportunity to interact with Secondary students while having an Art lesson that involved creating a collage. 
Unbeknownst to the Primary students, we had motivated them differently for the lesson. Half of them were motivated extrinsically (gifts were 
promised for the best collages) and half of them were motivated intrinsically (create art because it is fun). 

After the Art lesson, the Psychology students’ work was not finished. The next step was to assess the creativity levels for the collages. But how 
do you measure something as subjective 
as creativity? The decision was made to 
ask the many artistic and creative staff at 
MES Cairo to review the artwork. A total of 
seven Secondary teachers volunteered to 
rate each collage on its creativity. After the 
judging was complete, students collected 
the ratings for each collage, averaged them, 
and came up with a “creativity score” that 
we could analyse with statistics. 

Secondary Curriculum News

Grade 11 and 12 Psychology
Case Study: The Ef fect of Extrinsic Reward on Creativity
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What were the findings from this case study? Based on the “creativity 
scores” from our judges, the students who were extrinsically motivated 
scored an average of 24.7% lower than the students who were 
intrinsically motivated, which supported the hypothesis of our study. 

“The part I enjoyed most was the actual application of the experiment- 
supervising the Year Five children and watching them use their 
creativity was very fun. It was also just exciting to see everything we 
planned being carried out at last.” Ingie Enan (G11R)

“I liked the purpose of the experiment itself. The only time I do 
experiments is for science classes so this was the first time I did an 
experiment for something else. Also, I really enjoyed the fact that we 
managed to organize and plan the whole thing out through our own 
teamwork.” Nadeen Nour (G12V)

“What I liked most in the experiment was actually getting the opportunity 
to observe the kids as they made the collages. Also, getting to talk 
and bond with them was a great experience. I just really enjoyed the 
concept of the experiment and getting to comprehend it better by doing 
it. This really gave me a better understanding of psychology as a 
science.” Nourhan Zaher (G12O)

“I liked being able to interact with the younger children because it give a 
more personal relationship with them, other than just being in the same 
school.” Toni Hammer (G12B)

“What I liked most was that I spent time with other students in class that I didn’t know before. In addition, I liked being the “teacher” with the 
Primary kids and getting to know younger students. It was very fun!” Sandy William (G11Y)

Ms. C. Flake – Secondary American Section Social Studies

Year 7: All About Me! 
What better way to get to know each other (teachers too) than to tell 
everyone something about ourselves? At the beginning of the term, Year 
7 had a lot of fun while writing their autobiographies. Who would have 
thought that our lives were so interesting? Who would have thought that 
we could present our lives in so many different ways? We have leaflets 
giving all the interesting details; from hobbies and interests to typical 
days in the life of. We also have amazing family trees; thrilling recounts 
recalling our best and worst moments; considered thoughts about our 
hopes and dreams for the future. It was a great introduction to English 
for Year 7 and a great start for the teachers too. Now we all know each 
other much better.

Year 7: Library Fun and Games.
What a fun and versatile place the library is! Year 7B have been studying the novel ‘Holes’ by Louis Sachar. Many of 
you reading this will already know the story! As part of our reading, students designed 
board games incorporating elements from the book. One afternoon, we were lucky 
enough to have the library as a ‘game space’ where students could play each other’s 
games (as well as the usual activities of  reading and choosing books). There was great 
excitement as the games were played and players lost and won. It was a thoroughly 
enjoyable library lesson. Many thanks, as always, to Ms Myriam Gameyel and Ms Fran 
Klein for their unfailing warm welcome and helpfulness.

Ms. T. Sliney - English Department

ENGLISH MATTERS
British Section English Department News
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With the hard work of the examinations 
over, it was time once again for the 

Year Seven Maths Competition. The three 
groups were given a set of five challenges. 
Taking part in the challenges meant that they 
had to put all of the Maths they had learnt 
during the year into practice.

The first challenge was all about shape and space. The students cut a square into five pieces and then used these 
pieces to make other shapes, such as a cross, a parallelogram and a rectangle. This was not as easy as it sounds, but 
the best students kept on trying even though the solutions were not obvious. In this way they learnt a valuable lesson 
about how to be a mathematician – success is often down to trying out ideas until you find one that works.

Next, the students went out and about in the Secondary building and yard, to discover the Maths that is all around 
them. They looked for shapes and symmetry, and practised their skills of estimation. They estimated the height of the 
building by measuring the stairs and estimated the number of students who could sit down at the same time in the 
yard.

The third challenge was similar, with the students collecting numbers from around the school and then using the 
numbers to evaluate and write mathematical formulas. More number work was involved in the ‘1234’ challenge, where 
the students had to make all the numbers from one to thirty, using basic mathematical operations and only one each 
of the numbers one, two, three and four. 

In the final challenge, students used the internet to research and discover new mathematical ideas. They answered 
such questions as: ‘What is the name of a heart-shaped curve?’ and ‘What is the name of a quantity that has both size 
and direction?’ This activity introduced some Mathematics concepts that they will meet again later in school at IGCSE 
and maybe at Advanced Level.

All of the students did very well and showed a lot of enthusiasm, both for the spirit of the competition and for the Maths 
itself. In the end, though, there could only be three winners. Third prize went to Mohamed Abdel Khalek of Year 7 Red, 
and second prize to Amina Elghazali of Year 7 Yellow. The first prize winner was also a member of Year 7 Yellow – 
Salma Wafa. 

‘Well done!’ to the whole of Year Seven.

A special mention goes Mark Anis, official competition photographer.

Mr. S. Rayner – Mathematics Department, British Section

Maths is fun
at MES Cairo!

Secondary Curriculum News
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For many years now MES Cairo has 
offered Advanced Level Theatre in 
the American High School Diploma 

and IB Theatre in the IB section.  A wonderful 
development in the Performing Arts Department 
this year is the addition of an advanced level 
course for the British section.

Four intrepid dramatists have been working hard 
this term getting to grips with the Edexcel course 
“AS-Level Drama & Theatre Studies”.  The course 
builds on the experience gained during the GCSE 
Drama course and extends students’ knowledge, 
experience and understanding of the complex 
world of Theatre.  During the course the group will 
be taking an in-depth look at two different plays, 
comparing their style, message and structure.  The 

first of the two plays is Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman, a famous look at the Great 
American Dream and how reality often damages aspiration.  The A-Level class has 
been devouring this piece and have remarked upon the clever use of symbolism in 
a highly naturalistic play.  As they continue their study of it, the students will examine 
the social and political atmosphere surrounding the first performances of it and its 
continuing relevance to today’s society.  They will dissect Miller’s use of language and 
discover how to create living, breathing characters using vocal and physical skills.  
They will consider different interpretations of the play and learn about the rehearsal 
techniques of Konstantin Stanislavsky, an influential Russian director whose system 
is the mainstay of many a professional actor.

In addition to the study of plays, the class will also perform for a visiting examiner both 
as individuals in a monologue and as an ensemble in a group piece.  If they approach 
their performance unit with the same vigour and determination as their study of “Death 
of a Salesman” then the examiner is sure to be delighted and enthralled by the acting 
talent we have the pleasure to work with at MES Cairo.

Mr. J. Todd – Head of Secondary Performing Arts

A-Level Drama and Theatre Studies now part of 
the Theatre-based courses on offer at MES Cairo

Using Emotion Memory to bring a 
character to life

The debate continues

Seif living the moment
Rehearsing a scene from Death of a 

Salesman

Nada analysing a performance by her classmates

Considering character motivation

Christina, Nada, Seif and Ahmed glued to their 
new A-Level books

A deep discussion of key moments in Death of a 
Salesman
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The first trip took them to Sakkara.  Little remains from the pharaoh 

Zoser’s time, but decorative wall carvings still stand as well as 

the remains of an altar around which the pharaoh was forced to run to 

demonstrate his continued strength as he aged.  Students then fanned out 

to explore several different sites nearby.  A series of burial chambers opened 

to the public showed how aristocrats were interred.  On the north side of 

the pyramid, a statue of 

Zoser looked out from a narrow window at the sky; at night, his 

gaze was fixed on the North Star, which the Egyptians used for 

navigation.  

The group next hiked from the pyramid down to the tomb of Ti, an 

important government official.  It held special significance as the 

home of a work that appeared on last year’s exam, a wall relief 

referred to as Ti Watching a Hippo Hunt.  Hippopotami destroyed 

farm crops and were seen as highly dangerous; thus, the work 

symbolizes the fight between good and evil.  Students were 

surprised to see the work in real life and opinions varied as to 

whether “the real thing” surpassed the photographs.

There were no dissenting opinions regarding the descent under a 

nearby pyramid, though.  Climbing down a steep stairway, crawling 

through a tunnel, and stepping out into an underground burial 

chamber amazed everyone.  It was crowded and stuffy, but the 

huge stone sarcophagus and ceiling still painted with stars made 

the trip worthwhile.  

The group finished with an exploration of other temple chambers 

where pictures of workers still decorated the walls while a giant 

pharaoh stared down.  They stopped in the new museum on the 

way to the bus, enjoying the air-conditioning and amazing objects 

from the nearby tombs.  Perhaps the most surprising was a wall 

carving of starving figures, their ribs visible, from a time of famine.

Secondary Curriculum News

Grade 12 AP Art History class 
put their studies to the test with 
visits to Sakkara, Coptic Cairo, 

and the Egyptian Museum.
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While the students had been most excited about leaving school and 

exploring the site, their teacher had a different motive: to let them put 

their knowledge to the test by identifying both the things and ideas 

they had studied.  Here are some of their comments after the trip:

“The trip to Sakkara really helped me understand and appreciate 

Egyptian art, but also all of ancient art. Reading about ancient art and 

analyzing pictures is one thing, and actually visiting them in real life is 

a whole different experience.” 

“What changed my understanding of Egyptian art history the most was 

mainly the museum we visited at the end. It was like an explanation 

and a closer view to all the art, and how it was formed, and what tools 

were used.”

“Studying what you are about to see is much different than just seeing 

it without knowing its purpose or historical context; it made me actually 

look at what I was seeing and analyze it in different ways than that of 

what I’ve read before. From now on whenever I am going to visit a museum or even gallery I’ll do a bit of research and 

that could make all the difference.”

“I needed to use AP World History knowledge to understand why, and my AP Art History to understand how.”

“What was AMAZING was having the opportunity to see the works in situ. The works seemed much bigger, much better 

than they looked in books or pictures.”

“What was eye-opening was how monumentality was at the cost of individualization and sophistication, and how 

Ancient Egyptians created this bond between an artist and his patron. Huge portraits of pharaohs were made to 

overwhelm and impress, and we were both impressed and overwhelmed.”

“Just like a science lab report, there’s an experiment, and our trip was the practical.”

A few weeks later, they enjoyed a Saturday afternoon exploring Coptic Cairo and the Egyptian Museum.  In the 

former, they found examples of early church architecture, as well as Roman buildings.  Some of the churches date 

back to Roman times and students could 

identify features of the buildings they 

had studied in class.  They next explored 

an old cemetery nearby before travelling 

to the Egyptian Museum.  There, they 

conducted a treasure hunt, seeking out 

topics and concepts studied in class.  

The trip concluded with a walk through 

the Animal Mummies room.  

Mr. T. Roodvoets – Head of Secondary 
Social Studies
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ART BEAT
Welcome to Art Beat, the all-new MES Cairo Secondary Art and Design pages.  
Already there is some amazing art work being created across all secondary 
sections and we are very proud to be able to exhibit it so early in the school year. 
New displays will be happening across the courses of the next two terms, building 
up to our art exhibition extravaganza in Term Three. We hope you like what you 
see and please give plenty of praise to the MES Cairo artists when you see their 
work on display.

MES Student Profile Competition
Students in the lower school are honing their skills 
and their work will be included in future editions of 
Messenger. To kick off this term, students from the 
A-level, IBDP and AP courses were all involved in a 
competition to illustrate the characteristics outlined 
in the MES Graduate Profile.

Each student was given a characteristic and was 
asked to create a visual representation that showed 
off their artistic skills whilst communicating their 

characteristic clearly. There was some fantastic work 
produced, and each student rose to the occasion in a creative and exciting way. 
Unfortunately there could only be six winners and here we have a selection of the 
runners up.

MES Cairo Student Profile Competition Winners
Congratulations to our five winners!  
Omar Bahig (Y11), Nayla Rizkalla 
(G12), Basma El-Kersh (G12), 
Sarah Malak and Nour Haddad 
(G11B). Their prize is an art shopping 
trip! Now so they can finesse their 
specialisms with new art materials 
and continue their successful MES 
Cairo art careers.

Shareefa Amer (DP11Y) Seif Hany (G11G)

Leila Nassar (G11Y)

Engi Jaouda (G12G)

Sarah Malak (G12B)

Omar Bahig (G11Y) Nour Haddad (G11B) Nayla Rizkalla (G12B)

Basma El Kersh (G12O)
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A Whole New Beat in the Art Department!
We would like to introduce to you Lee Simpson our new Head of Department, David McKoski 
our AP and Photography specialist, Judy Tompson our American Section Art specialist, Kim 

Tapsell our British Section Art and 
American Digital Media specialist and 
Lamia Afifi, our expert technician.

Each teacher is bringing a distinctive 
specialism to the school, and we can 
now provide an even wider range 
of practices including ceramics, 
photography (digital and film), printing 
(relief, silk screen and photographic), 
art history, mixed media, film and 
animation.

Here is a selection of the Art 
Department staff team’s work.  We 
hope you enjoy it!

Judy Tompson - Chalk Pastel DrawingKim Tapsell ‘Silver Tone Photogram’Kim Tapsell ‘Ceramics String pot’

Lee Simpson Head of Art 
and Design

Lamia Afifi

Kim Tapsell Judy Tompson

David McKoskiArt Department Team

Kim Tapsell ‘Papier Mache Peacock’

Miss Lamia’s portraits of two farming women

Mural of the waiting room by the car gate by Miss 
Lamia

ART BEAT
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It has become somewhat of a tradition here at MES Cairo to have a day in the academic school calendar dedicated to Professor Ahmed Zewail 
- the only Egyptian to ever have been awarded the Nobel Prize for a Science subject. His award came in 1999 for his ground-breaking work 

in the field of femtochemistry, which has led to revolutionary changes to the very 
nature of scientific investigation at that 
level. It is our feeling that the greatness 
of Professor Zewail, the most eminent 
Egyptian scientist since the pyramid 
builders, should be celebrated in an 
appropriate way at MES Cairo.

The day itself was on Sunday 17th June 
and involved all students from Year and 
Grade Seven and Eight, constituting 
the entire British and American Section 
lower school of almost 300 students. 
The Science Challenge Day also 

doubled up as a House event and so the day was both brightened up and spiced up by the sight of 
the very excited students arriving in their House colours to take on the challenges. 

The Year and Grade Seven students were given the challenge of producing a bridge, constructed 
almost entirely of spaghetti, which could hold the greatest mass without collapsing. Cross-sectional 
teams of three or four students competed in six different Science labs throughout the morning and 
great excitement was heard during the judging as the weights were piled on. Each Science lab ran 
its own competition and the scores were added up to give an overall winner. Attendance on the day 
was also rewarded with points going towards the overall score. Congratulations to Kheper and Selket 
houses who jointly won the Bridge Building challenge! 

The Year and Grade Eight students were given a very open-ended ‘30 Second Challenge’. Each 
team was given an assortment of materials with the task of creating something which would take 
exactly 30 seconds to do something! I said it was open-ended! We had slides for ball bearings, 
funnels decanting water and sand, and all manner of pulley systems! Congratulations to Amun house 
who won the challenge overall! 

The results of Ahmed Zewail Day 2012 were very quickly and efficiently added to the overall House 
Point total only days before the final results were announced. Therefore these results had a profound 
effect on the destiny of the overall House trophy this year. Those students in the current Year and 
Grade Seven and Eight should take note of this in preparation for next year’s challenge!

The day proved to be a great success and was thoroughly enjoyed by staff and students alike. It is 
our sincere wish that through such days, where students will be asked to expand their thinking skills 
beyond the normal realms of the Science curriculum, students will develop a keen interest in Science 
and that perhaps, one day in the not too distant future, they may even have a day named after them!

I would like to take this opportunity to thanks all those members of staff, from the Science department 
and throughout the secondary school who contributed to the day. A special thanks goes to Mr. Fayez, 
the Science technician, and his able assistant Hala, for their constant hard work and diligence, 
without whom such events could never take place.

House results

Position Y/G 7 Position Y/G 8

1st Kheper 1st Amun

1st Selket 2nd Kheper

3rd Amun 3rd Selket

4th Edjo 4th Edjo

Dr. K. Tomlinson - Head of Science Department

Ahmed Zewail Science Challenge Day 2012

Secondary Curriculum News
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Last June, Year Six students 
experienced how Science 

will be taught in their respective Year/
Grade Seven classes. They were met and 
greeted by Secondary Science teachers in 
the yard and then whisked away to the top 
floor Science laboratories.

In the British Section the students quickly 
settled down to some very important safety 
issues when doing practical work in the 
lab. A coherent discussion was had and 
some ground rules were established. The 
students quickly implemented these rules 
in their practical work on using a Bunsen 
Burner safely. Their observation skills 
and recording of data were developed as 
the students performed flame tests. The 
students were amazed at the beautiful 
colours produced. Then it was on to 

the sharing of results in a group discussion and finally the teachers demonstrated what 
happened when some elements are burnt in pure oxygen. The lights went down, the sulphur 
glowed, the magnesium sparked.  Excitement all round! 

Meanwhile the students entering the American section were also introduced to very important 
lab safety issues.  They were also exposed to the completely new expectations and grading 
scale used in the American system. The students also investigated the different phases of 
matter.

After break, the students returned to their Primary pod where they were introduced to the 
Heads of Science, Dr. Kenton Tomlinson and Mrs. Heidi Witty, who introduced the next 
activity. This was the Ahmed Zewail Science Challenge, a competition day that is run in 
Secondary each year for the Year and Grade 7 /8 students. Year Six were set a challenge 
called “Spaghetti Towers”. Students worked in groups of four and designed and created a 
tower using only spaghetti and mini marshmallows . No eating was allowed! The judging of 
the tallest tower was carried out by Secondary teachers. Thank you to Ms. Rachel McCall, 
Ms. Christine Downey, Ms. Gail Cornish, Mr. Geoff Garnet, Dr. Kenton Tomlinson and Mr. 
Tim O’Hara for taking time out of their day to judge the competition. The winning teams were 
celebrated and the students were awarded certificates in a following assembly.

After lunch the fun continued as the students ably navigated their way back to the Secondary 
Science Labs. In this lesson the British Section students were exposed to new skills of 
microscope work. The students quickly identified the parts of the microscope before practically 
learning to focus the microscope and looking at parts of insects, hair and newspaper cuttings. 
Once the skill of focusing had been achieved the students produced their own slides of onion 
cells. They were amazed and engaged at what they could see under the microscope. This 
lesson was completed with a quick fun quiz on the day’s experiences.

The American section classes were able to complete their first American science experiment.  
Dye, solution and mystery chemicals were mixed together to create an everyday product.  
The students were amazed that a simple chemical reaction could take place right in front of 
their eyes.  After lab clean up, laboratory and class wrap-up was conducted and the students 
finished their first day exciting in the American Science section.   

This was a most enjoyable day for both students and teachers. We certainly enjoyed 
organizing it and were thrilled to meet the Year Six students! We would like to thank Mrs. 
Rhoda Johnson, Mr. Ryan Hammerburg, Mr. Judson Tomlin and Ms. Chantelle Smith for 
helping to provide this opportunity for Year Six students to experience such a stimulating 
learning experience and a great introduction to Secondary Science.

Mrs J. Tomlinson – British Section Science Department 

Ms. H. Witty – American Section Head of Science

Secondary Science Transition Day for Year Six!
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Mr. and Mrs. El Hoss team up to create 
successful joint enterprise work in two very 
different Year levels!

Foundation Stage Two students get to work!
On November 7th 2012 Foundation Stage Two held their 
first ever Jobs Day inspired by the successful Industry 
Day held by the Commercial Studies Department last 
year. The day was chosen so that both days could run 
simultaneously, encouraging cross phase involvement in 
International Enterprise Week 2012. 

Enterprising Activities
The Year Eight Industry Day began with speeches from 
inspirational local entrepreneurs: Mr. Amr from GTO 
Information Technology and Ms. Manal from the textiles 
industry. This set the tone for challenging and exciting 
activities including team building exercises such as ‘Willy 
Wonka’s chocolate challenge’, during which students 
had to design a marketing campaign for their favourite 
chocolate bar. Another fabulous activity was ‘Sam the 
Van production line’, where participants had to compete 
in teams to construct 3D vans and sell them to the local 
market place. This activity promoted the use of the division 
of labour, and specialisation, encouraging students to 
understand the importance of teamwork, leadership and 

collaborative learning.  The final activity required the students to construct the tallest free-
standing balloon tower, drawing on the 5 ‘R’s skills they have been developing and which form 
an integral part of the MES Cairo Graduate Profile.

Special Visitors from the World of Work
The day started for FS2 with a visit from a real fire engine and its team organised by MES 
Cairo’s Head of Security, General Sami. The Captain of the fire engine gave an exciting insight 
into the job of a firefighter and demonstrated the specialised equipment used. There was also 
an interesting talk given by a police officer about the police force’s role in keeping us safe. 
Mr. Stewart, the MES Cairo Football Coach, explained what he loves about teaching people of 
all ages to develop their teamwork, listening and communication skills. Lucky children had the 
chance to demonstrate these to their peers. Finally Mr. Kalyoubi a pilot for Egypt Air visited each 
class to share his experience of an exciting international career.

Mr. and Mrs. El-Hoss would like to thank all the MES Cairo staff who gave their time in helping 
them to organise the and all those who contributed towards the day in any way, making Industry 
and the world of work come to life for FS2 and Year Eight. We would like to especially thank Ms. 
Ghada Dajani for organising the visiting speakers, as this made the day a monumental success. 

Mrs. H. El-Hoss (FS2 Year Leader) and Mr. D. El-Hoss (HOD Commercial 
Studies)

MES Cairo Enterprise Week 2012 
Foundation Stage Two and Year Eight 
mirror Excellence in Enterprise Initiatives 
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Stop and remember… Pause and reflect… 
United together under the shade 

of the branches of a young blossoming tree, 
our MES Cairo British and Canadian primary 
and secondary delegation did just that as we 
attended the Remembrance Service at the tranquil 
Commonwealth War Graves Commission Cemetery 
in Heliopolis on Sunday 11th November 2012. 

Particularly poignant, in the 70th anniversary of El 
Alamein, we stood together amongst the graves of 

fallen soldiers and Commonwealth casualties and bowed our heads in collective respect.

The sounds of the bugles, played by the Staff Band of the Armed Forces of the Arab Republic of Egypt, led 
us in a two minute silence.

The service, led by Reverend Mike Parker of All Saints’ Cathedral, reminded us of our responsibilities as 
leaders of peace in our lives and communities and it was with 
pride that the MES Cairo students took their place at the service 
and watched as the wreaths were laid by Egypt, veterans and 
other nations. DP11 student, William Kirby, commented that, 
“Today was a worthwhile reflection on the sacrifices made in 
times of war. Such a tremendous calamity is not worth being 
forgotten.”

Today we remembered the past, but now we look ahead as we 
study hard so that we can take on our role as the peacemakers 
and leaders of hope in Egypt’s future. 

Mrs. J. Cole - Secondary LDD  

REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE 2012
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The members of the Primary Senior Leadership Team are very busy people, but we know that you 
would like to find out all about them.   So we asked them to take part in “The world’s fastest 

interviews”! Although there are lots of questions, the answers are not allowed to be more than fourteen 
words long!

Primary News

Meet the managers
Primary Senior Leadership Team

Mella Jodrell – Key Stage 1 Deputy Head
Reading is a special focus for development In the Primary 
Department this year.

What are you reading at the moment?

For my Masters – books about Asperger’s Syndrome. For  pleasure – Lisa 
Jewel’s ‘Friend of the Family’.

What is your favourite children’s book and why?

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory...it’s just magical and I love the crazy 
characters.

Where did you go to school? 

My schools were all in Brighton, England – it’s a wonderful city.

Describe your perfect day.

With Mia, Remi and Simon -

...sunshine...good food...swimming...games...laughing...cycling...family.

If you weren’t a teacher, what would you like to be? 

An explorer...a costume maker...a nurse...a dancer...a musician....an 
international spy!

What attracted you to Egypt?

Sunshine! I don’t like the rain, so 
Egypt’s weather is perfect for me.

Tell us about your favourite hobby. 

Making things – out of fabric, paper 
mache, wool, wire, recycled materials 
– anything!

What was the highlight of your 
Summer holiday?

Going to Portugal on a family holiday. 
What a great place with great people!

What do you enjoy most about 
teaching? 

Spending my days with brilliant people – children and teachers, they are 
all great fun!

What is your personal goal for this academic year? 

To finish my Masters! And to learn more Arabic...I’m shamefully bad at 
that.

Sasha Crabb – Key Stage 1 Headteacher
What are your goals for your department this year?

For FS to use natural resources in imaginative activities. For Year One 
and Two to plan some exciting new topics with the children and sustain 
great results in writing by the end of the year. For all staff to feel like they 
are part of a happy dynamic team.

Reading is a special focus for development In the Primary 
Department this year.  What are you reading at the moment? 

James Corden’s autobiography.

What is your favourite children’s book and why? 

The BFG by Roald Dahl because I remember my class teacher reading it 
to us and she did great voices.

“Risker taker” is one of our Primary Department 5Rs.  What’s the 
biggest risk you have ever taken?

 Jumping off the edge of a gorge in Zambia and free falling 70m before the 
rope even began to swing 

If you weren’t a teacher, what would you like to be? 

I’d love to be an early morning radio dj.

What attracted you to Egypt? 

The school and the weather.

What was the highlight of your Summer holiday?  

Seeing James Morrison in concert.

What do you enjoy most about teaching? 

Being able to use your imagination with projects and make children smile. 

What is your personal goal for this academic year?

To go to New York and have breakfast at Tiffany’s!
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Dave Poad – Key Stage 2 Deputy Head
Where did you go to school?

Redhills Combined School, Exeter, Devon, UK.  A lovely part of the world.

Which schools have you worked in before coming to MES?

3 primary schools in the UK, all in Gloucester and Cheltenham.

What attracted you to Cairo?

The Millingtons. Sun. MES Cairo. History. People. Food. Culture. 

What are you most looking forward to about living and working in 
Egypt?

The weather, time with my family, visits from friends and family.

Reading is a special focus for development In the Primary 
Department this year.  What are you reading at the moment?

A book by David Baddiel, an English comedian, called The Death of Eli 
Gold.

What is your favourite children’s book and why?

The Machine Gunners by Robert Westall.  I read it when I was young.

“Risker taker” is one of our Primary Department 5Rs.  What’s the 
biggest risk you have ever taken?

Easy.  Moving my family to Egypt.  I like taking risks.

Describe your perfect day.

With my kids at the Marriot (morning), with my wife in Tuscany (afternoon).  

If you weren’t a teacher, what would you like to be?

Since living in Egypt, a rally driver.

Tell us about your favourite hobby.

I like to paddle in a canoe down rivers, mostly with white water.

What was the highlight of your Summer holiday?

I didn’t get one but coming here was very exciting!

What 3 words would you use to describe yourself?

Enthusiastic, passionate, friendly.

What do you enjoy most about teaching?

Well I’m not now - I really miss it!  Children bring out the best in me. 
(Oops, that’s 15 words ) 

What is your personal goal for this academic year?

To make a difference.

Simon Jodrell – Key Stage 2 Headteacher
What are your goals for your department this year?

“Manners Matter” – emphasising the importance of politeness to all 
members of the school community. 

Reading is a special focus for development In the Primary 
Department this year.  What are you reading at the moment?

Lisa Jewell  ‘The making of Us’

What is your favourite children’s book and why?

My Mate Shofiq, by Jan Needle. It’s all about the importance of friendship.  

If you weren’t a teacher, what would you like to be? 

Scoring goals for Arsenal.

What attracted you to Egypt? 

The sunshine. After a Welsh summer it’s good to be back!

What was the highlight of your Summer holiday? 

Surfing in Portugal.

What do you enjoy most about teaching? 

The school community and happy, smiley children and adults. 

What is your personal goal for this academic year?

Learn to ride a motorbike.
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Charlotte Trout – Primary Senior Lead Teacher
Reading is a special focus for development In the Primary 
Department this year.  What are you reading at the moment?

Caleb’s Crossing by Josephine Brooks. It’s about the first Native American 
at Harvard.  

What is your favourite children’s book and why?

The Church Mouse by Graeme Oakley. It reminds me of England. 

“Risker taker” is one of our Primary Department 5Rs.  What’s the 
biggest risk you have ever taken?

Walking on 30metres of hot coals. 

Describe your perfect day. 

Wake up in Aix en Provence, lunch in Cannes and dine on a yacht.

If you weren’t a teacher, what would you like to be? 

An explorer. 

What attracted you to Egypt? 

The desert. 

What was the highlight of 
your Summer holiday?

 Running 10km in the sunshine 
at midnight 400km north of the 
Arctic Circle. 

What do you enjoy most 
about teaching? 

Learning every day and 
hanging out with the most 
inspiring people (the children).

What is your personal goal 
for this academic year? 

To run half marathons in Luxor, 
Algeria and Iceland.

Maureen Glancey – Primary Senior Lead Teacher
Reading is a special focus for development In the Primary 
Department this year.  What are you reading at the moment?

I’m reading Perfume (originally called Das Parfum) by Patrick Süskind who 
is German.

What is your favourite children’s book and why?

I love The Twits by Roald Dahl; it’s extremely funning and makes children 
squirm!

“Risk taker” is one of our Primary Department 5Rs.  What’s the 
biggest risk you have ever taken?

Marrying an Egyptian and making my home here in Egypt. It worked out 
though!

Describe your perfect day.

A short lie-in on a sunny day followed by fun with the whole family.

If you weren’t a teacher, what would you like to be?

A wild life photographer.

What attracted you to Egypt?

My mum was here in WW2 and my uncle was in the embassy here.

Tell us about your favourite 
hobby?

I like to play the guitar 
although I’m not that good!

What was the highlight of 
your Summer holiday?

My son’s Master of Science 
graduation in Bristol, UK.

What 3 words would you use 
to describe yourself?

Kind, friendly, sociable

What do you enjoy most 
about teaching?

The fact that every day is so 
different and there’s never a 
dull moment.

What is your personal goal 
for this academic year?

To get my Egyptian driving licence!!

Barbara Meason – Primary Senior Lead Teacher
Reading is a special focus for development In the Primary 
Department this year.  What are you reading at the moment?

‘Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl ‘published in 1861 by Harriet Ann 
Jacobs, using the pen name “Linda Brent”. 

What is your favourite children’s book and why? 

‘Leon and the Place Between’ because it transports you into a truly 
magical world.

You are now a Senior Lead Teacher in our Primary Department.  What 
is the most exciting part of your new job? 

Getting to know and interact with lots of children, especially in Foundation 
Stage.

“Risk taker” is one of our Primary Department 5Rs.  What’s the 
biggest risk you have ever taken?  

Moving to Shanghai on my own as I had never been away from my family.

If you weren’t a teacher, what would you like to be? 

A fairy princess (or an astronaut!)

What attracted you to Egypt? 

The mummies.

What was the highlight of 
your Summer holiday? 

Getting married and having 
friends from all over the world 
join us.

What is your personal goal 
for this academic year? 

To dress up and pop into KS1 
classrooms at least 10 times.  

What 3 words would you use 
to describe yourself? 

retro, creative, enthusiastic

What do you enjoy most about teaching? 

Watching children get excited about learning and when they really 
understand something. 

What is your personal goal for this academic year? 

I’d like to get better at public speaking.
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Curriculum
DiversityThis year, in the Primary department, the Literacy and Thematic 

Studies schemes have been combined to produce a new 
area of the curriculum called Curriculum Diversity. We are all very excited 
about this as it will allow us to be even more creative. It will also allow the 
children’s interests to be taken into consideration whilst planning, although 
the science, geography and history skills that we teach, within the theme, will 
remain the same. Specialist subjects such as ICT and Art will also be linked 
where possible; the children will have independent research to do at times, 
and projects to present, so make sure your printer is working!

Literacy will be linked as much as possible to the main themes that are being 
covered in class; for example during a themed unit about rocks, the children 
might be writing the following:

•	 information	texts	about	volcanoes

•	 a	recount	about	a	trip	to	a	building	site

•	 a	health	and	safety	report	about	the	building	site

•	 a	letter	to	the	planning	department	regarding	a	new	site	for	a	building

•	 instructions	on	how	to	build	a	house.

As you can see, the writing they are doing becomes more purposeful and 
hopefully more imaginative. The grammar used in each genre will also be 
taught; spelling lists given weekly; Guided Reading lessons twice a week 
and Big Writing will continue to be an important focus for us.

We hope you’ll see the children getting as involved in and as excited as we 
are about this new subject and we look forward to seeing some fantastic 
work from your children.

Mrs. M. Glancy - Primary Senior Lead Teacher

PRIMARY NEWS

Curriculum
Diversity
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The FS1 Pod, surrounded by its six classrooms, vibrates with its 
students’ energy, chatter and action. 

At	the	start	of	the	school	year,	following	a	flurry	of	sorting,	cleaning,	polishing	
and moving furniture, we welcomed our students. After an initial settling in 
period, the FS1 students threw themselves into learning, and continue to 
amaze us with their energy and creativity.  TLAs Miss Hayley and Miss 
Leslie, create opportunities for the students to practise and extend the 
learning that has taken place in the classroom.  Providing an atmosphere 
where	 imagination	can	flourish	 is	paramount.	 	 	A	visitor	 to	 the	Pod	might	
see	students	engaged	 in	fishing	at	 the	water	 table,	drawing,	colouring,	or	
painting, mark making, constructing with blocks, squeezing play dough, 
threading	coloured	beads,	hammering,	measuring,	and	fixing	in	the	building	
area, feeding the baby doll, cooking in the kitchen area, telling a story with 
puppets, racing cars, completing puzzles and a variety of other activities. 

In the Pod, the students act out their ideas, create new ones, and develop 
solutions to problems. In their art and construction the students create a 
visual representation of their thoughts and ideas. Dramatic play allows the 
students to experiment with planning a story, making the rules, negotiating 
with classmates about roles, and changing the play as needed.  Constructing 
with blocks is an exploration in spatial awareness, measurement, and 
properties of materials.  During water play, concepts in maths, such as 
sorting and measuring and volume and capacity, are explored.  A variety of 
natural materials and textures broaden explorations and understandings of 
the surrounding world.

A special thanks to the carpentry department for their hard work, and to 
Lamia, secondary art technician, who designed and painted the four panels 
that are enhancing our dramatic play area.

The excitement of learning grows every day in the Pod!

Ms. L. Kirby - FS1 TLA

Key Stage One News

Learning in the FS1 Pod

TLAs in the Pod

Creating art using leaves

Dramatic play

Builders ready to work

Tea time in the dramatic play area
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Anyone who has walked through the FS2 Pod recently, especially 
when	it	is	filled	with	busy	children,	has	been	struck	by	the	colour,	
music and imagination that is present in abundance.  As Ms. 
Sasha Crabb said, “Going into the FS2 Pod is like wearing a 
pair of 3D glasses!”  The FS2 team have embraced the primary 
initiative of developing children’s creative processes, and every 
area of the Pod, overseen by Ms. Hadeel Sourour, has been 
designed to do just that.  

One of the most popular areas, and new to FS2, is the stage, 
where children can dress up in costumes, wigs and hats, and 
devise their own performances.  It has been wonderful to see 
even the quietest children in our classes taking a risk and 
choosing to play in this area.  Another fantastic area is the 

creative table with its innovative shape, where our resourceful pupils have free choice of the 
media they wish to work in to express their own ideas.  

It is not just the senses of sight and touch that have been stimulated, though.  Ms. Hadeel’s 
passion for salsa music has got pupils and adults wiggling their way through to playtime or 
specialist lessons, and on ‘Happy Thursdays’ children can participate in simple cooking activities 
and enjoy eating what they have created.

Natural	resources	have	been	given	more	prominence,	with	flowers	in	the	sand	tray,	and	recycled	
materials	in	the	construction	area,	encouraging	the	children	to	reflect	on	the	shapes	and	sizes	
of objects they need when they are building their models.

Ms. Ros Mckinney has been welcomed into the FS2 Pod, where she is now based, and her 
creative	magic	has	been	sprinkled	over	her	fine	motor	skills	area	and	the	wonderful	displays	she	
has produced showing photographs of the children and the pictures they have created.

Albert Einstein said, “Imagination is more important than knowledge,” and we are sure that if he 
were to walk through FS2 he would be blown away by not only the high levels of imagination on 
display, but also the independent learning skills and creative talent that our children have to offer.  

Ms. H. El Hoss - Foundation Stage Two Team Leader

Key Stage One News

Developing creativity 
in the FS2 Pod
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For too long now the classroom has been 
seen as the only setting for learning 

in schools, and the outdoors for just play at break 
times. Learning opportunities don’t stop when 
the children leave the classroom. All around 
us there are many opportunities for extending 
learning and building the children’s imagination. 
In the Foundation Stage at MES Cairo we are 
focused on creating a sensory and stimulating 
environment inside and out to maximise our 
children’s learning. These are the key areas we 
are focusing on to promote learning outdoors:

Natural materials

Natural materials stimulate children’s curiosity to help them explore the ‘stuff 
of the world’. Working with natural objects also helps develop intellectual 
skills (observing detail, sorting, classifying and pattern-making), imagination, 
and	develops	fine-manipulative	and	gross-motor	physical	skills.

What are we doing at MES Cairo?

We let the children explore a wide range of natural objects, such as sand, 
soil, shells, pebbles and leaves in a class or pod setting and also in the 
playground. Soon they will be taking this further, such as by learning how to 
make natural sculptures and weave using plant materials.

Experiencing the living world

Children need to be able to have close contact with plants and wildlife to 
develop	their	emotional	intelligence	and	affinity	with	living	things.	Growing	
their own plants helps develop an interest in tasting and eating healthy food 
and enables them to work together and share discoveries.

What are we doing at MES Cairo?

We are creating 
a garden for the 
children to share 
and use to grow edible plants. They will also be able to ‘adopt’ 
a tree and use their senses to explore all the features of plants. 
Sweet-smelling climbing plants will grow up the walls and develop 
the sensory experience even further.

Exploring water outdoors

Children love to explore how water works! Don’t see water as 
messy, it can easily be cleaned up, and will easily dry. It won’t 
harm you and can be lots of fun! Children learn so much through 
water play especially the beginnings of science and mathematical 

“Outdoors is about 
brain development. 
Messy outdoor fun 
is modern education 
pedagogy at its 
best!”

Shonette Bason  - 
Early Years Expert. 
Shonette came to 
visit MES Cairo in 
October.

Key Stage One News

TAKING
CLASSROOM OUTSIDE!

The Foundation Stage garden, before!

Our new garden- what can we plant in these?

What can we create up here?

We are going to adopt this tree!

What can we turn this shape into?

I wonder what these smell like…
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concepts,	such	as	what	sinks	and	floats	and	capacity.	They	can	be	scientists	
or explorers, artists or inventors with the help of water. 

What are we doing at MES Cairo?

The children use water in a wide range of activities. In our sensory playground 
they will soon be able to ‘paint’ anywhere and everything- with water! Simply 
providing children with a range of tools and water enables them to be as 
creative as they can imagine without having to clear up the mess!

Movement and physical play

Young children love to move and have great motivation to join in with others.

What are we doing at MES Cairo?

We provide a huge range of physical activities for children, with bikes and 
scooters, balls and hoops, music and dance to name just a few.

Imaginative and creative play outdoors

Creative and expressive play can include mark-making, art, drawing, 
design, construction, problem-solving, music, dance, performance, make-
believe play, storytelling and books. Children can engage with creative play 
opportunities outdoors in ways not really possible indoors, because of the 
increase in space. 

What are we doing at MES Cairo?

Our children regularly engage in imaginative play during their play times. 
Soon, they will be able to use extra equipment in their playground that will 
inspire creativity and imagination, such as large canvases and clear Perspex 
for painting and drawing on. 

New this year is our Recycling Resource Centre which will help provide 
equipment for this essential learning. We are collecting resources from 
cupboard boxes to plastic bottles, beads and fabrics, and everything in 
between. All will be made available for the children to use in creative and imaginative play as well as construction and den 
building.

Construction and den play outdoors

Outside construction resources invite children to work communally and engage girls and boys in social, cooperative and 
dramatic play. Den-building is a really effective way to add emotional security and for quieter children to feel able to play.

What are we doing at MES Cairo?

The children will be provided with good materials for constructing dens, such as bread and milk crates, cardboard boxes, 
long thick ropes, tarpaulins, blankets and net curtains, and things to join them with, such as pegs, masking and carpet tape, 
string and scissors. 

Here at MES we are committed to maximising the opportunities for children 
to learn and making it fun for all! We are going outside to get messy. This is 
going to produce better learners, balanced children and happier imaginative 
children. 

Mrs. N. Millington – Head of Primary Art

and Ms. H. Emmerton – Teaching and Learning Assistant in FS1 

What are they discussing?

What can we do to make this area more exciting?

Our Recycling Resource Centre!

Shonette Basson in action!
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After	finishing	the	first	third	of	their	Arabic	curriculum,	the	Arabic	teachers	of	Year	Three	arranged	
a show for the students in the pod.  The students were divided into groups to demonstrate to the 
rest of the pupils the advice given to them during their recent lessons. The subjects were as follows:

•	 How	to	be	successful

•	 The	etiquette	of	visiting	someone	in	hospital

•	 Respecting	and	looking	after	public	property	such	as	buses,	parks	and	buildings

•	 Demonstrating	good	manners

•	 Looking	after	the	flowers	and	trees	that	grow	in	Egypt

•	 Using	the	grammar	taught	in	an	interesting	way.

Finally	the	children	all	sang	a	song	about	looking	after	flowers.

لقد كسر األطفال المصابيح وقطعوا األشجار، وشوهوا الجدران، لكن والد أمير نزل إلى الشارع 
ونصح األطفال بالمحافظة على جمال الطريق .

بعد انتهاء الوحدة األولى من منهج اللغة العربية للصف الثالث االبتدائي ودراسة بعض السلوكيات 
الهامة التي تضمنتها هذه الوحدة، كان الموعد والملتقى مع عمل جماعي جديد يشجع التالميذ على 
االبداع والتميز، فقام طالب الصف الثالث باستعراض أهم السلوكيات والنصائح والتعليمات مرتبة 

طبقا لمنهج وزارة التربية والتعليم المصرية .

بدأ الطالب بالحديث عن يوم نجاح خالد في عندما أصبح طبيبا وذهب األهل واألصدقاء والجيران 
للمعلمين  باهتمام  ينصت  كان  فقد  بتفوق،  نجاحه  أسباب  لهم  وشرح  بالنجاح  خالد  لتهنئة  جميعهم 

ويواظب على أداء التدريبات الرياضية ويسمع الموسيقى في أوقات الفراغ .

ثم استعرض الطالب درس في الطريق وبينوا لماذا تضايق أمير وبدا على وجهه األسى ؛ ألنه شاهد 
أطفاال يكسرون المصابيح ويقطعون أغصان األشجار وبيِِن والد أمير أضرار ذلك ونصح األطفال 

بضرورة وأهمية المحافظة على جمال الطريق . 

ثم كان اللقاء الثالث مع درس زيارة  مريض عندما رجع األب من عمله حزينا ألن صديقه عاطف 
المستشفى ومشاركة األب واألم في تخفيف اآلالم عن  أمير وأميرة زيارة عاطف في  المستشفى، وطلب  إلى  أصيب في حادث سيارة ونقل 
المريض وحرص والد أمير على تذكيرهم  بآداب زيارة المريض والتحدث معه بصوت منخفض وعدم الثرثرة أو أخذ األطعمة إلى المستشفى 

وقام الجميع بالدعاء له بالشفاء العاجل .

ثم كان الدرس الرابع أمين الفصل وفيه تم اختيار طالبة للقيام بدور المعلمة للقيام بإجراء انتخابات 
التالميذ  وسلم  يختاره،  الذي  األمين  اسم  تلميذ  كل  فيها  يسجل  كي  أوراق  ووزعت  الفصل،  أمين 
األوراق للمعلمة، ثم جمعت المعلمة األوراق وأعلنت نتيجة التصويت، وكانت المفاجأة عندما حصل 
نبيل وأمير على أصوات متساوية . وتنازل نبيل ألمير عن أمانة الفصل ثم تعانق الزميالن وسعد 

الجميع بذلك .

ببعض  الطالب  بتذكير  القيام  الخامس  الفصل   وكان على 
الظواهر اللغوية فقام البعض منهم ببيان بعض أساليب اللغة 
العربية الجميلة من استفهام ونداء وتعجب وأعطى الطالب 
أمثلة كثيرة تبين ذلك . حتى كان الفصل األخير الذي أضفى 
وبدأ  الحاضرين  جموع  على  والتفاؤل  البهجة  من  بعضا 
شارك  وقد   ) الزهور  تقطف  ال   ( نشيد  غناء  في  الطالب 
الطالب في غناء النشيد مع زمالئهم في جو من السعادة، 
وحدات  جميع  جميع  باستعراض  الجميع  من  وعد  على 
إلى  المعلومات  وصول  على  للتأكيد  المدرسي  الكتاب 
التي  اللغوية  المهارات  المزيد من  اكتساب  عقولهم وكذلك 

تعين على فهم ودراسة لغتنا العربية الجميلة .

عروض الصف الثالث

Year Three - Arabic Show in the Pod

Mr. Mohamed Khalil - Primary Arabic Department
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The	first	part	of	the	Year	Four	Arabic	curriculum	taught	the	children	
about tourism and its importance to the economy of Egypt. The 
Arabic team decided that the best way to teach about the most 
important sites in Egypt was to go on a journey with the famous 
children’s character, Bakkar.

Mr.	Mohamed	Khalil	dressed	up	as	Bakkar	and	pretended	to	fly	over	
various parts of Egypt! In Cairo he looked at the Islamic Museum, 
The Hanging Church, The Coptic Museum, The Pyramids and The 
Egyptian Museum.

After	this	he	flew	north	to	Alexandria	and	saw	Fort	Qaitbey,	Abu	El	
Abbas Mosque and the cathedral of St Mark. Flying southwards he 
went to Luxor where a third of the world’s ancient antiquities can 
be	 found.	Bakkar	flew	over	 the	Temple	of	Karnak	and	 the	Luxor	
Temple,	followed	by	the	site	of	Queen	Hatshepsut.

Finally,	he	flew	 to	Sharm	El	Sheikh,	 sometimes	called	 the	 ‘’Peace	City”,	after	 the	number	of	peace	
conferences held there. He loved the clear water and all the tourists.

The children then sang the famous children’s song, “Bakkar”.

تعتبر السياحة من أهم مصادر الدخل القومي المصري، لذا كان من الضروري تعريف طالب 
الصف الرابع بأهمية السياحة وتنمية الوعي السياحي لديهم وتربيتهم على حب الوطن.

ونظرا لما نؤمن به من أهمية مسرحة المناهج لتثبيت المعلومات في أذهان التالميذ قام معلمو 
مصر،  في  السياحية  المناطق  أهم  استعراض  خاللها  من  يتم  مسرحية  بعمل  الرابع  الصف 
بطل هذه المسرحية شخصية بكار المشهورة 
بدور  بكار  فيها  يقوم  األطفال،  يحبها  والتي 
شخصية  بتجسيد  قام  .وقد  السياحي  المرشد 
بكار أ/ محمد خليل المسئول عن هذه المرحلة 

.

بدأ بكار يوضح لنا أنواع السياحة في مصر 
ثقافية وترفيهية ودينية وعالجية، تمنى بكار أن يكون له جناحان أو يمتلك بساط  من سياحة 

الريح حتى يطير فوق مصر ويرى آثارها الرائعة .

 نام بكار ورأى في منامه أنه يركب بساط الريح ويطير فوق القاهرة التي تزخر بالكثير من 
المناطق األثرية فهذا هو الجامع األزهر وهذه جامعة األزهر وهذا متحف الفن اإلسالمي، كما 
أنه وجد الكنيسة المعلقة وكنيسة ماري جرجس والمتحف القبطي في منطقة مصر القديمة، ثم 
انطلق فوق أهرامات الجيزة ومراكب الشمس ومقابر النبالء ثم طار فوق ميدان التحرير حيث 

المتحف المصري الذي يضم كثيرا من آثار الفراعنة وكنوز مقبرة توت عنخ آمون .

السياحية  المعالم  حيث  المتوسط،  البحر  عروس  اإلسكندرية  مدينة  إلى  بكار  طار  ذلك  بعد 
العباس  أبي  المائية ومكتبة اإلسكندرية ومسجد  قايتباي ومتحف األحياء  قلعة  فهذه  المتنوعة، 

المرسي ومسجد اإلمام البوصيري، وكاتدرائية الكرازة المرقسية .

واتجه بكار بعيدا نحو صعيد مصر نحو مخزن الحضارة المصرية، إنها مدينة األقصر التي 
تضم أكثر من ثلث آثار العالم، فهناك معبد األقصر ومعبد الكرنك ومقابر وادي الملوك والملكات 

ومعبد الملكة حتشبسوت 

اتجه بكار بعد ذلك إلى مدينة السالم إنها مدينة شرم الشيخ ذات المياه الصافية والشعب المرجانية 
الجميلة، يتوافد السائحون إليها لالستمتاع بالرياضات المائية من غوص وتزلج .. 

حقا إن مصر من أروع بالد العالم 

واختتمت المسرحية بأغنية بكار التي يحفظها الكبار والصغار.

مسرحية بكار

Year Four - ‘Bakkar’ Show in the Pod!

Mr. Mohamed Khalil - Primary Arabic Department
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At the end of last year, the Year Six children took to the stage 
and wowed their audience. Their production, Pantomime 
Pandemonium, captured everyone’s imagination, 

portraying a journey of a lifetime, through some well loved children’s 
classics.

In true MES Cairo style, these weren’t any ordinary stories; they were 
Year Six’s very own pantomime stories. In true pantomime style, the 
production proved to be a hilarious show, that demanded plenty of 
booing, hissing, ‘Look behind you!’ etc. from the audience.

The production began life based around some of the well known fairy 
tales people all over the world have grown up with. Fairy tales provide 
children with a wonderful collection of magical and mystical stories. In 
these stories we meet witches and queens, giants and elves, princes, 
dragons, talking animals, ogres, princesses, and sometimes even 
fairies. Marvellous and magical things can happen to characters in 
fairy tales. A fairy godmother can turn an ordinary girl into a princess. A 
genie may grant you three wishes. A poisoned apple may put a person to sleep for a hundred years. Objects too can be enchanted — mirrors 
talk, pumpkins become carriages, and a lamp may be home to a genie.

Lights, Camera…Action 
for Year Six!

Key Stage Two News

Jack and the Beanstalk - Six Green

Cinderella - Six Blue

Pantomime showdown! Good vs. Evil - Six Violet

Wizard Of Oz- Six RedThe	amazing	Year	Six	cast	presenting	their	finale
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In Year Six the teachers try to inspire the children in their care, to get their 
creative	 juices	flowing	and	motivate	 them	 to	use	 their	 imagination	 -	and	
what better way to inspire imagination than with a fairy tale!

The journey for this show has been long, beginning way back last January, 
as well as exciting for all involved. As time went on, it was a real pleasure 
to	watch	the	children	grow	in	confidence,	to	act	and	deliver	their	lines	on	
stage. The commitment from the children was commendable throughout – 
giving up break times and evenings. It was a real privilege to have worked 
with such an exceptional group of teachers and school staff, without whom 
this production would not have been possible.

I would like to take this opportunity to say a special thank you to last year’s 
Year Six children. In particular, I would like to thank the children who played 
the	main	parts.	For	many	of	the	children,	this	was	their	first	time	to	have	
had a main part. They all worked tirelessly and added something special 
to our production.

All children in this production have made a valued contribution. Some have 
had main parts, supporting roles, parts in the choir and even the band. 
They have encompassed the 5Rs so commendably – through hard work 
and effort to make the show a success. Well done to all last year’s Year 
Six children!

When it comes to theatre and drama, MES Cairo children certainly pull out 
all the stops and this was no exception with the Year Six students last June.

Production Reviews 
“The Year 6 production is a very special one, tinged with both sadness and 
expectation. It marks the end of a child’s learning journey in Primary School 
and the beginning of their time in Secondary School. It is a culmination 
of everything the children have learnt and practised throughout the many 
concerts, productions and celebration assemblies in which the children 
have performed, traditions that we at MES Cairo hold dear.” Mr. S. Jodrell 
(Key Stage 2 Head teacher)

“It was a real privilege to have worked on the Year Six Production. The 
children were all exceptional and the Year Six team worked tirelessly to 
produce	a	first	class	show!	The	audience	participation	was	my	favourite.	I	
laughed all the way through it! It was great! Well done everyone!” Shahira 
El Shesheeny (Year 6 Teaching and Learning Assistant) 

“I thought the acting and singing was really good throughout. All the children 
spoke clearly and we could hear everything. Great scenery and I enjoyed 
the script. Lots of parts kept making me laugh. I hope our Year Six show 
is going to be just as good, if not better!” Ismail Taymor (Current 6 Yellow) 

Mr. D. Nichol - Year Six Team Leader 

‘Boo’ & ‘Cheer’- making sure the audience were on cue Our stunning choir with their amazing voices

Snow White and the Seven Dwarves - Six Orange

Aladdin- Six Yellow

Some of the main cast
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Have you ever thought about how you feel when someone praises you publicly? Or that warm glow you get on the inside, when you are 
proud of your own achievements? Well this is just what has happened to some of our Year Six students. 

Not	 only	 is	Year	Six	 a	 year	 for	 personal	 growth,	 achievements	 and	a	 chance	 to	 reflect	 on	 their	
Primary learning journey; it is also a chance for the children to take ownership of their learning 
environment, classrooms and school. 

During the course of Year Six some of the skills we try to nurture, in addition to those that they learn 
in curriculum time, are the skills associated with leadership. This links closely with the Relationship 
and Resourceful parts of the 5Rs which is one of our school’s focuses, as well as encompassing 
the Care, Challenge and Inspire Primary vision. 

The way in which they strive to achieve all this is through the election process that has taken place 
this year to select our House Captains and Class/Pod Representatives. It is a real honour for the 
children to be selected for one of these roles, as they are chosen by their peers and not the Year 
Six teaching team!

House Captains carry out many tasks: they are in charge of organising a rota of children for 
playground equipment allocation, liaise closely with Mr. Dave in collecting and monitoring House 
Point totals each week, are a part of an allocated rota for attending the KS1 Golden Tea parties to 
read stories and help praise and celebrate the achievements of the younger children, and are a part 
of the MES Cairo’s whole school council. 

These	super	 individuals	have	already	led	the	way,	by	creating	the	first	Podcast	for	the	academic	
year 2012 - 2013. You can listen to this on Teacherweb, 
following the links to the Year Six page. They have also 
brought about some super changes on the yards during 
break times, ensuring students are following the Golden 
Rules and Manners Matter- as to our House Captains, 
these really do matter! 

Class/Pod Representatives are leading and organising 
teams of children, to be given a chance to voice their 
own opinions, about the way the school runs. They 
are the voice of Year Six. In addition, the Class/Pod 
Representatives assist the Year Six House Captains 
within the roles of organising peers to assist in the daily 
jobs that take place. These super individuals will be 
attending the whole school council meetings and ensure 
the Year Six voice is heard. 

All the children who are involved in these roles, not just 
the elected individuals, are developing their interpersonal 
skills and the ability to collaborate, compromise and 
show initiative in a range of different school situations. 

Let’s hear what some of the the pupils have to say…

“I feel this is a huge and great responsibility for any 
Year Six child. I take my role very seriously, as well, as 
enjoying it immensely. I hope to help all students in Key 
Stage Two, to help deal with any problems they may 
have.” Omar Younes (6Y)

“I love being a class representative in Year 6. The 
reason I love it is because I just love helping people! 
I	will	try	my	best	to	fulfil	all	your	suggestions	and	make	
as many people happy as possible.” Omar Salem (6V)  

What a great asset these individuals are to the MES 
Cairo family.  

Mr. D. Nichol  - Year Six Year Team Leader

Year Six Leading the Way 

Amr Amin and Dana Fakahany – 6O Class 
Reps

Mariam Ramadan (6Y) and Youssef Shokeir 
(6G) – Thoth House Captains

Jana El Fikky and Omar Salem- 6V Class 
Reps

Jana Al Sharif and Ismail Abaza – 6B Class 
Reps

Tony Baltayan (6O) and Nadeen El 
Nomrosy (6R)- Horus House Captains

Yassin Masoud and Mariam Ahmed- 6Y 
Class Reps

Omar Younes (6Y) and Maian Torky (6O)- 
Ra House Captains

Omar Koueider and Hana El Ganzoury - 6R 
Class Reps

Darcy Tomlinson (6B) and Amina El 
Hamawy- Anubis House Captains

Alaa El Hag and Youssef Fekry- 6G Class 
Reps
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The time had come around once again when 150 mature, sensible Year Six students had to say goodbye 
to their Primary years and embark on the next chapter of their educational lives. This was a time 

where emotions were mixed, as the children were about to leave the security and comfort of what they had 
known in the Primary building and move on to new challenges of Secondary.   

The children had spent the academic year facing personal challenges, progressing academically and 
working hard to achieve their own personal goals. It was great to see that as the year progressed, all 
the children were growing and developing into young adults that the 
MES Cairo family is proud of. 

There is no better way to celebrate achievements and say your 
goodbyes to each other than with an end of year Leavers’ Ball. 

As the gates opened on the yard, these young adults arrived 
sparkling in their best suits and dresses, dazzling the eyes of the 
Year Six teaching team. They were a true credit to themselves.  

The success of the ball was all down to the hard work and 
preparation of the Year Six House Captains and Class Reps - 
what	a	sterling	job	they	did!	It	was	first	class	and	something	they	
should all be proud of!

The	 evening	 was	 filled	 with	 reflections	 of	 their	 time	 spent	 in	
Primary, photo opportunities to create aids to those lasting happy 
memories, thank yous to their teachers, goodbyes to people who 
may not have been returning this August and, of course, plenty 
of food and lots of dancing.  

Year	Six	definitely	partied	and	celebrated	in	style.	

Goodbye Year Six 2011-2012 and good luck on your new 
learning journey in Secondary. You should all be proud of what 
you	 have	 achieved	 in	 your	 final	 year	 of	 Primary!	 You	were	 a	
credit to yourselves, to your parents and to your teachers. 

Mr. D. Nichol - Year Six Team Leader

Here at MES Cairo, our annual After School Activities 
(ASA) programme is an important part of school life.  

Some ASAs enrich and broaden the day-to-day curriculum.  
For example, this term 
some children have had 

the opportunity to improve their French whilst cooking French 
delicacies with Mme Jacqueline, while others have enjoyed 
reading and writing poetry with Ms. Dorothy Sinson.  Those 
who enjoy the chance to be creative have been able to express 
themselves through ASAs such as Drama Club with Ms. Diane 
Lewis or whilst making batik designs with Mrs. Nicky Millington 
and Mrs. Eve El-Metaal.  Sports lovers have been well-catered 
for too, with a choice of ASAs ranging from Yoga and Pilates 
with Ms. Courtney Johnson to learning how to box with Mr. Chris 
Burns!  And for those students who just want to enjoy themselves 
and relax at the end of the day, there are a number of games 
clubs, including one organised and run by Mrs. Karen Armstrong 
and Mrs. Ros McKinney.

Ms. L. Dermody - Primary LDD

Widen your horizons at a Primary 
After School Activity! 

Celebrations for end of Year Six 

Key Stage Two News
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The	Year	Five	Book	Project	not	only	got	Term	One’s	work	off	to	a	flying	start	–	it	also	provided	the	inspiration	
for a hugely successful concert called “Read All About It”.  Billed as a “musical extravaganza”, the performance 
used	music	and	words	to	celebrate	the	three	books	which	the	pupils	enjoyed	studying	during	the	first	six	weeks	
of the year.  

Amr Katta (5B) had the important responsibility of introducing the whole event.  The Sleeping Sword by Michael 
Morpurgo, is about Bun, an English boy who is blinded in a terrible accident.  Bun tells the story of losing his 
sight	two	years	before,	and	of	how	a	sword	he	finds,	in	a	hole	in	a	field,	leads	him	to	King	Arthur’s	resting	place	
and	helps	him	to	recover	his	sight.		Different	aspects	of	the	story	were	reflected	in	Five	Yellow	and	Orange’s	
songs “Taken for granted” and “The Rightful King of the Britons”, which were introduced by Seif Motawea (5O) 
and Maya Rafaat (5Y).

Journey to Jo’burg by Beverley Naleido, is set in South Africa and 
follows the journey of two children to Johannesburg, recording their 

growing awareness of the racial divide within their country.  As the 
students in Year Five studied this book they learned of the injustices suffered by black people 
under	 the	Apartheid	 system,	 and	 of	 the	 sacrifices	made	 by	Nelson	Mandela	 in	 his	 struggle	 to	
bring this inequality to an end.  Introduced by Nour El Ezabi (5R) and Moussa El Sayed (5G), Five 
Orange	and	Red	sang	two	songs	about	Africa,	“It	takes	a	whole	village”	and	“Amani	Utupe”.	This	
was followed by Aly Khalifa (5G) and Yasseen El Adl (5B), who read us their powerful poems about 
the suffering endured under Apartheid.

Reading the story, Jack and the beanstalk, provided a great opportunity for the students to enjoy 
revisiting familiar fairy tales – but this time with the added twist of reading and writing new versions 
seen from different characters’ points of view.  “Crunch” and “Climb up the stalk”, introduced by 
Nadia El Zaher (5V) and Hana Hilaly (5B), were the two light-hearted songs which the audience 
enjoyed listening to Five Blue and Violet singing.

During the concert Jumana Mourey (5B), Farida Effat (5V),  Kenzie Shaltout (5B), and Kirmina 
Sadek (5G), impressed everyone in the theatre with their excellent piano playing.  They were 
introduced to the audience by Omar Zeid (5B) and Youssef Seoudi (5O).

The	finale	of	the	show	was	truly	magnificent,	as	all	the	children	joined	together	to	sing	their	hearts	
out	in	“I	write	the	songs”	and	“Paperback	Writer.”		These	final	items	were	introduced	by	Rawan	
Abou El Fadl and Youssef Ashawy (5Y).

Thanks are due, as ever, to the MES Cairo Music Department.  Mr. Adam Briggs, Mr. Neil Milton 
and Mr. Jack Tomlinson worked tirelessly with the students, who produced a wonderful standard 
of singing.  Mr. Magued Nagati and Ms. Anna Stainke made a great contribution to the musical 
accompaniment, playing on drums and keyboard.  Once again Mr. Clement and his team produced 
a brilliant set, based on ideas put forward by the Year Five teachers.  Mr. Ehab’s technical support 
proved invaluable.  A big ‘thank you’, too, goes out to all the members of the Year Five team of 
teachers and TLAs. The biggest ‘thanks’ of all goes out to the students of Year Five, whose obvious 
enjoyment of the songs and of singing made the concert a real pleasure to watch.

Mr. S. Millington - Year Five Team Leader

READ IT!
Year Five wows audience at this year’s concert
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Last 20th May was an extremely important day 
for the staff and students of the MES Cairo 
Peripatetic Instrumental Department. MES 
Cairo had instrumental students entered into 
the	Trinity	music	exams	 for	 the	first	 time.	The	
exams are organised by, and the examiners 
come from, the prestigious London music 
colleges of Trinity and Guildhall. MES Cairo entered 15 students and achieved a 93% pass rate. 
Furthermore, out of the 15 students who were entered, 7 achieved a pass at ‘Diploma’ level, 
meaning they scored more than 87%. A fantastic achievement by all the successful students!

We would like to thank the staff at Symphony Music School in Maadi, who hosted the exams and 
helped prepare the MES Cairo 
staff and students. Another 
big thank you must go to all 
the teachers of the Peripatetic 
Department, especially Miss 
Claire, Mr. Magued and Ms. 
Moataza. 

Here is the full list of successful 
candidates (in the order they sat the exams) with last year’s class, their 
instrument and grade.

Clara El- Metaal  (Y10R)  Flute 2

Ahmed Dabb  (G7B) Piano Initial

Kirmina Sadek (pictured) (Y4G) Piano Initial 

Kenzi Shaltout (Y4B) Piano Initial

Hannah Breitinger (pictured) (Y4B) Piano Initial 

Lara Shahin (Y7B) Piano 2

Samuel El -Metaal (Y8B) Guitar 1

Ali Hisham (Y1V) Guitar 1

Youssef Hegab (Y8Y) Drums 1

Ahmed Kebir (Y8Y) Drums 1

Abdullah Eraky (DP12Y) Drums 1

Youssef Mazloum (Y5R) Drums 1

Aly Khalifa (pictured) (Y4G) Drums 1

Ziad Dakroury (Y7R) Drums 1

The challenge has now been set to all of this year’s 
peripatetic students to improve upon these results.

If you would like to know more about Trinity Exams 
or would like to sign your child up for music lessons 
with the Peripatetic department, please call MES 
Cairo reception and ask to speak to Ms. Moataza.

Mr. A. Briggs - Head of Primary Music

A first
for MES Cairo!
T r i n i t y  M u s i c  E x a m i n a t i o n s

Ziad El Dakroury (Y8)Youssef Motawea 
(Y6)

Samuel El Metaal 
(Y9)

Lara Shaheen (Y8)

Kenzi Shaltout (Y5)Hannah Breitinger 
(Y5)

Clara El Metaal (Y11)

Aly Khalifa (Y5)

Ali Morsy (Y2)

Ahmed Kebir (Y9)

Abdalla Eraky
(Class 2012)

Youssef Hegab (Y9) Kirmina Sadek (Y4)
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We have had a very exciting start to the year in Primary PE, with the introduction of the Sports 
Star of the Month award.  Every month, one child from each year group will be named the 
Sports Star of the Month. The award goes to a child that has shown excellent commitment, 
good behaviour, dedication, manners and achievement in Physical Education in both lessons 
and After School Activities (ASAs).  Each award winner receives a badge that they can sew on 
to their PE t-shirt to wear for the rest of the academic year. 

September 2012 Sports Stars:

FS2   Farida Moaty (FS2V)

Year 1  Hamza Yehia (1V)

Year 2  Ali Elkoussi (2V)

Year 3  Judy Selim (3B)

Year 4  Ahmed Malak (4B)

Year 5   Kareem Thabet (5Y)

Year 6   Mohamed Fouda (6O)

Well done to all of the students for their excellent effort in PE so far this year!

This term Key Stage Two students are focusing on using 
their relationship skills to work together in a team. Children 
have been using teamwork to solve a range of fun, PE based 
problems. We have used our imaginations and worked with 
a team to cross rivers, move radioactive buckets and travel 
around the world as quickly as possible. In lessons we have 
focused on communication, listening skills and leadership.

 Children have also been working together in a range of 
orienteering activities.  Children have learned to read maps 
and	use	these	find	a	range	of	control	points.		Over	this	unit	
of work children have used landmarks and compass points 
to	orientate	 their	 teams	 in	 the	correct	direction	 to	find	 the	
control points. During the orienteering the children race to 

see which group can visit all the control points the fastest answering a series of questions and 
completing tasks on their way. 

Well done to all of the Key Stage Two children for improving their relationship skills this term. 

MES Cairo parents! If you are ever lost, your children have some excellent navigational skills 
to help you!

Ms. L. Morgan - Head of Primary PE
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At 8.30 on 29th September, 97 ardent and enthusiastic footballers 
descended on MES Cairo looking to become the next Lionel Messi. 
By 8.45 a.m. they were already being put through their paces by their 
six	coaches,	with	the	football	field	bursting	with	budding	young	future	
stars.

As I write this, we are already three weeks into the inaugural MES 
Cairo Football Academy and we couldn’t have wished for a better start. 
We received a fantastic initial response, with the quota full and more 
students already on the shortlist for the next block of training.  

Students from Years One through Six are placed into three specially 
designed programmes based on age and skill. All three programmes, 
(Nippers, Kickers and Pros), are based heavily on the same curriculum 
with the main emphasis being on every player with a ball to improve 
ball skills. Each skill is named after the world’s most famous footballers 
and	every	student	gets	to	recreate	these	moves	for	fifteen	minutes	at	
the beginning and end of every session.

All players are tested using our own Dribble, Pass and Score method 
during	Week	Six	and	are	given	a	certificate	outlining	their	performance.

By far the most popular character at the Academy so far has been the 
renowned Tony Chestnut, the yellow football with a smiley face! Why not come down one Saturday? You can take 
on the challenge where the chants of, “Toe, Knee, Chest, Nut”, can be heard for miles around  

“I love the new football academy because we get to learn new football skills like the Ronaldo and Rooney and we 
learn to get better at dribbling and passing. My favourite game is ‘King of the Ring’. I have won two times and I am 
now much better at defending my ball and tackling other people.” Noor Zaki (Y5Y)

The Football Academy continues every Saturday throughout the 2012-2013 academic year. Places are limited and 
allocated	on	a	first	come	first	serve	basis,	so	fill	in	an	application	form	and	return	it	today.	Don’t	let	your	child	miss	
out on the chance to take part in the MES Cairo Football Academy, who knows, they could be the next Lionel Messi!

Mr. C. Burns - Primary PE Department

There are a range of new sports clubs that the PE department are running 
this year. This term Mr. Oliver, Miss Laura and Mr. Mohamed are running a 
Year Four swimming club which some of the children, who received a gold 
badge last year have been asked to attend.  Mr. Jordan is running a new tag 
rugby club for Years Three and Four where children can dodge, dip and dive 
to score a try. Mr. Chris is running a boxing club for Years Five and Six where 
children can learn the basic stances and actions in boxing.  We are also very 
lucky this year to have our specialist basketball coaches back in school.  

Forty children are training with 
Coach Medhat and Coach Ahmed to improve their basketball skills.  The PE clubs will change throughout the 
year, so look carefully for letters for new clubs that are starting.

Alongside the ASA activities, after fantastic results last year, the PE 
department is looking forward to competing in the BSME games 
again this year.  In September we held trials for Year Five and Year 
Six athletes for football, netball, athletics, basketball and swimming. 
We were very happy to see over 190 children try out for the sports, 
however we could only choose around thirty children to continue 
training for each sport. We would like to thank all the children that 
came and tried out for the BSME training and for those children that 
were not chosen this year, we would really like to see you come 
along to another ASA run by the PE Department.

This year, KS1 also have the chance to do some extra PE during 
lunchtime clubs, where children can come along and join in with different activities during Second Break. Each 
week there is a different theme, including skipping, gymnastics, dance, ball games, hoops, football, basketball, 
tagging games and many more activities for children to come and join in with. Already there are children having 
lots of fun at Second Break, as well as improving their sports skills! 

Ms. L. Morgan - Head of Primary PE

ASAs and Lunch Clubs

MES Cairo Football Academy

Ismael Shelbaya After Tony Chestnut 
Challenge

Coach Stewart

Nippers 1 Team

Amr Katta Performs the David 
Beckham Skill

Kickers 2 Team
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Over the summer a new track surface was installed over the existing 
MES	Cairo	cement	 track.	The	 lines	 for	specific	 running	events	were	

inaccurately marked on the old track and the whole thing was in a state of disrepair. 
The installation of this new facility was meticulously supervised every day by Mrs. 
Dajani. It is no ordinary track surface!  It is a state-of-the-art All Weather track surface, 
comparable to the best tracks in the whole of Cairo. In the words of the students 
when	they	first	saw	it	and	walked	on	it:	“It	feels	spongy	and	fast!”	“AWESOME!”

The Track has curbs, water gutters, beautifully marked lanes, exchange zones, and 
starting	and	finish	lines	for	many	of	the	more	common	track	races.	After	last	year’s	
fantastic Sports Day and the initiation of a Track and Field Team, the enthusiasm 
and excitement to begin training has been overwhelming this year. The number of 
students that have started training for all of our MES Cairo athletic teams has hit an all time high. The improvement in all of the athletic facilities, especially the 
Track, has created an excitement unmatched in MES Cairo history.

The track has also added to the opportunities and success of sports in our Physical Education classes. The pride and willingness to train by our students 
has been tremendously improved due in part to the new track surface and professional look. The state of athletics and PE at MES is in great shape and is 
continually improving. The new Track is certainly the centre-piece that we are all most proud of!

After eight weeks of very dedicated and intense training, our talented MES Cairo 
swimming team had the chance to show their potential and compete against 

NCBIS. On the evening of 23rd October, we had the chance to witness one of the best 
sport events ever. The opposition team warmly welcomed us, and soon after that the 
great show started.

Our swimmers gathered around the 
different lanes, sorting themselves 
by age and swimming style. And 
despite the tension that such a 
competition can create among 
participants, our girls and boys 
very courageously confronted the 

challenge. We can proudly say that they displayed some of the best swimming styles and techniques, 
making the public roar with enjoyment with each one of their strokes. Great job, MES Cairo swimming 
team!	Until	the	next	swim	meet:	Go	Cougars!

On a sweltering Monday 17th September  at 3:15 in the afternoon, something unprecedented and 
amazing happened on the MES Cairo football pitch. Roughly 10% of the student body showed up, 

dressed	down,	warmed	up	and	took	part	in	this	year’s	very	first	
‘Witness the Fitness’ session.

‘Witness	the	Fitness’	is	an	intense,	weekly	fitness	training	session	
provided for members of Cougar athletic teams and any other 
MES student who values an active lifestyle. It combines elements 
of circuit, resistance, 
speed, core and agility 
training. It packs a 
high intensity punch 
and will produce 
serious	fitness	results	
in those who regularly 
attend. 

Come challenge 
yourself against the 
fittest	Cougars!	GO	COUGARS!

Coach Johnson – Athletic Director

Cougars prepare to WITNESS THE FITNESS!

SPORTSDESK
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THE MES CAIRO TRACK
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With our culminating CISSA tournament in October looming over us from our very 
first	try-out,	the	varsity	girl’s	volleyball	team	had	a	short	but	intense	season.	

The large number of girls who attended our four try-outs demonstrated a level of talent 
and	dedication	that	made	cutting	the	roster	down	to	twelve	a	difficult	task.	Our	eventual	
roster was a mix of experience and abilities. Through a continued demonstration of an 
admirable work ethic and commitment from all, we were able to use the short amount 
of practice time we had to develop a system of play and assign roles within that system. 
We drew from our variety of backgrounds and strengths and put together a unit that 
functioned cohesively with everyone understanding and respecting their contributing 
role within the larger unit. 

Our pre-season was very successful with an initial win over a visiting El Alsson 
squad and an upset that saw us beat the CAC favorites in their own gym. The CISSA 
tournament	hosted	by	ISC-C	began	very	well	for	us.	We	finished	a	solid	second	place	in	the	group	stage,	
moving	us	forward	into	the	semi	final	crossover	round.	We	met	El	Alsson	in	the	semi’s,	beating	them	two	sets	
to	nil	in	order	to	move	into	the	finals.	We	met	the	host	school,	two	time	CISSA	champions	ISC-C	in	the	final	
match.	Despite	an	incredible	run	of	17	unanswered	points	in	the	first	game	that	showed	the	team’s	character	
and a solid team effort to keep the score close in the second game, ISC-C beat us two very close games to 
nil	in	the	finals,	resulting	in	a	commendable	second	place	finish	for	MES.

The hard-hitting offense and stalwart defense of our two starting middle blockers Toni Hammer (G12B) and 
Mena	Afifi	 (G12V)	set	 the	 tone	of	our	play.	Our	 four	setters	Sarah	Bahaa	 (G12O),	Farah	
Sharawy (G12V), Amina El Khadem (G12G) and Yara Refaie (G12B) got to virtually every 
second	ball	and	demonstrated	a	calm	consistency	that	 let	our	big	hitters	finish	the	rallies.	
Our starting powers, the only grade eleven on the team, Bana Al Bitar (G11O), joined by 
Alia El Khadem (G12G) with only one prior season’s volleyball experience under her belt, 
both demonstrated a natural athleticism that complemented their positions on the court. Our 
four other graduating seniors Monia Hamdy (G12G), Sarah Malak (G12B), Zein Dakrouri 
(G12G) and Rowan Torky (Y12R) all played a great season and showed a willingness to 
trust their team and coaches in order to learn new positions and systems of play. In the 
end,	our	admirable	second	place	finish	at	CISSA	would	not	have	been	possible	without	the	
contribution of every single one of the twelve team members.

Ms. C. Downey, Ms. L. Quarin, Ms. L. Bugeia - Coaches

Will MES Cairo produce the next Tiger Woods?  Or will an MES 
Cairo golfer will bring home a gold medal from the 2016 

Rio Olympics, when golf will be reintroduced as an Olympic sport?  

Students have had the chance to try out a new and very popular ASA 
this term.  Budding golfers have been able to practice their driving, 
pitching and putting skills at the JW Marriott golf course on Wednesday 
evenings.  For some students, this has been a great introduction to a 
new sport and the opportunity to learn new skills.  For regular golfers, 
this has been an opportunity for some practice and the chance to 
perfect techniques.  Students have been coached by the JW Marriott’s 
professional	 golfers	 and	 MES	 Cairo’s	 golfing	 superstars,	 Mr	 Phil	
Downey and Mr Andrew Gross.  The students have made excellent 
progress through their concentration and determination to improve, 
and they have had lots of fun!

MES Cairo is putting together a golf team to compete with other 
schools in Cairo.  Whether you want to come along and try something 
new, or represent MES Cairo in the golf team, we’d love to see you.  

So, come along next 
term and give it a go!

Ms. S. Harrison - 
Golf Coach

MES Cairo Golf

Varsity Girls Volleyball
SPORTSDESK
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Girls’ Varsity Football CISSA Tournament October 2012
The Awakening
It	was	not	a	beneficial	time	for	the	Cougars	to	have	a	cat-nap.		A	completely	unchallenged	
goal kick escalated into an opposition attack which was only half cleared, straight for 
a return freak shot which looped over everyone and into our goal.  We were losing our 
first	match	to	a	team	we	had	defeated	7-0	a	couple	of	weeks	earlier.

Enji Jaouda (G12G) was one player able to stay totally focused, as she described, “The 
only thing I have on my mind is winning every ball, whether it is an opposition 
pass, or a throw in. Even if a player manages to win the ball and pass through 
me, I will do absolutely anything to win the ball back, or even clear it from the 
pitch. This is how a defensive midfielder should think.”

As the second half ebbed away anxieties rose, but eventually Alia Elkhadem (G12G) 
was felled.  From the resulting free kick her sister Amina (G12R) headed in a crucial 
equalizer.  She recalled, “I exchanged eye contact with my sister and hid on the 
far right of the pitch. Everyone was expecting Bana to receive the ball, so the 
pressure and the focus were on her.  I hid behind her, kept my eye on the ball and 
in my mind I said, ‘this ball is mine.’  For some reason I felt like I knew that ball 
was coming for me and it did ... then magic happened!” 

El-Alsson 1-1 MES Cairo
Goal: Amina Elkhadem  (G12R)
Player of the Match: Enji Jaouda  (G12G)  

The Hunger
Hungry for goals and determined to show Cairo what we were really made of, the 

Cougars now went on a scoring rampage.  The unfortunate prey were NCBIS. Creativity can be sparked from any position, but it is particularly 
fluid	on	the	left	when	Nada	Ibrahim	(G12O)	combines	defensiveness	with	attacking	
prowess so eloquently.  “I try to keep my fitness levels up and to focus on team 
work, particularly interlinking with Alia,” Nada explained.  The goals rained down 
on our hapless quarry and this time the reputable Bana Al Bitar (G11B) ran the show.  
Nour	Jaouda	(Y10Y)	started	her	first	Varsity	tournament	game	and	scored	her	first	
goal too, to keep the Cougars purring in satisfaction after their well needed goal 
feast. “I was so amazed and proud to score my first goal, and happy to help my 
team!” exclaimed Nour after the match. 

MES Cairo 5-0 NCBIS  
Goals: Alia Elkhadem (G12G) 2, Bana Al Bitar (Y10Y) 2, Nour Jaouda (Y10Y)
Player of the Match: Nada Ibrahim (G12O) 

The Stalking
Identical	on	points	in	Group	B	with	El-Alsson,	the	first	game’s	mistakes	were	still	haunting	us.		However,	due	to	a	better	goal	difference,	we	only	
had	to	beat	hosts	Choueifat	Kattemaya	1-0	and	finish	top	team,	thus	avoiding	an	earlier	clash	with	the	fearsome	CAC	from	Group	A.		This	was	
easier said than done, particularly due to a long delay for an injured opposing player.  Sympathy had to wait and so did our scoring chance.  Our 
central defense partnership of Laila Farouk (DP11Y) and Amina Gaafar (Y12R) was concrete and setting well. On the subject of her defensive 
partner, Laila commented, “I’ve learnt from her the same way she learnt from the Senior centre defender before her.  It’s an ongoing 
cycle.” She added, “Seeing her play and working with her is enough to teach me a lot.  She is a very talented player.” There was no 
concern at the back about concession, but where was that goal?

Just after a half-time break, our cat-like stalking was rewarded with a chaotic melee in the opponent’s area.  Somehow Alia’s effort found the 
net and the Cougars held out to advance as planned.  Modest as ever Alia recounted her moment, “I thought I would catch the defenders 
off guard by shooting from an unexpected position, so I took my shot and the rest was just luck. The ball deflected off a defender 
and found the back of the net. It took me a while to actually realise that we had scored.” 

MES Cairo 1-0 ISC-Kattemaya
Goal: Alia Alkhadem (G12G)
Player of the Match: Laila Farouk (DP11Y)

SPORTSDESK
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The Frenzy
The other Choueifat school, from 6th October, had emerged from Group A with a good 
reputation.  MES Cairo took no chances and readied to pounce.  A frenzy of goals resulted 
from all quarters as the Cougars’ next victim was literally taken apart, including with two 
hat-tricks.  Captain and striker Habiba Ibrahim relished the opportunity to unleash her 
shooting boots and was elated by the time of her third goal. She noted, “Scoring a hat-
trick in the semi-final was very important as it proved our strength to other teams, 
it was also important because it gave the rest of the team hope to believe that 
together we could beat CAC in the final match. ” 

Sporting	substitutions	were	made	to	 try	 to	stem	the	wounds	being	 inflicted	and	to	rest	
players for tougher times ahead.  Fatma El-Garhi (Y11B), Meriam Helmy (G10Y), Nouran 
Jaouda (G10R), Nadia El Bostany (G11B), Menora Thomas (G11G) and Mahira Ahmed 
(G10Y)	contributed	well	to	a	monumental	victory.		The	phenomenal	Bana	was	identified	
by other coaches as the catalyst for our success but she made a noteworthy response to 
the suggestion that MES Cairo is a ‘one player team’ - “We are nothing without each 
other. We train as a team. We play as a team. That’s what makes us strong.”

MES Cairo 8-0 ISC-6th October 
Goals: Amina Elkhadem (G12R), Habiba Ibrahim (G12O) 3, Bana Al Bitar (G11B) 3, 
Fatma El Garhi (Y11B)
Player of the Match: Bana Al Bitar (G11B)

The Screaming 
Reference must be made to the past encounters with Girls Varsity CAC teams (self-styled 
as The Screaming Eagles).  Previous matches of open minded football had only yielded 
heartache and despair (12-0, 11-0, 12-0). The Eagles had soared continuously high above 
all	Cairo	teams	before	their	flights	to	an	annual	European	League	later	each	season.		The	
Cougars’ approach this time had to be different: defensive and determined.  No doubt 
CAC were the better footballing team, drilled almost daily in passing and movement off 
the ball.  No team had stood in their way in years.  On a player by player basis we had 
other ideas.  The opposing team was to be dissected into mere individuals to be marked 
closely	by	every	outfielder.			We	would	squeeze	the	game	into	our	own	half,	absorbing	
their pressure and reducing the space for their crucial passing game.  It would not be 
pretty and it would be incredibly demanding, both physically and mentally.  When claws clash with talons expect the screaming to commence!  

Everyone	 performed	magnificently	 and	 heroically.	 	 Sadly	 one	 second’s	 loss	 of	 focus	 led	 to	 a	 clear	 shot	 for	 their	Number	 13	 and	 it	was	
converted.  They were simply that good.  However, no capitulation occurred.  Bana played deep and cleared convincingly from danger.  Our 
right side was impenetrable with Nardeen Massoud (G10Y) in control of their winger every step of the way.  “She tried to go past me but I 
just kept my eye on the ball and was able to intercept it every time,” Nardeen recollected. 

Overwhelmingly our incredibly brave goalkeeper, Yasmeen Dabees (Y12R), ensured our survival for an equalizing chance.  Despite having 
relatively	less	to	do	before	the	final,	she	was	able	to	motivate	herself	for	this	extraordinary	task,	as	she	explained,	“I was inspired by the hard 
work and spirit from my team mates in previous matches.” 

In	the	second	half	the	Eagles	knew	1-0	was	still	a	dangerous	score	line,	particularly	when	Bana	started	to	roam	free,	beating	their	midfielders	
at will.  An opportunity seemed on the horizon. They screamed their frustrations as only Eagles can.  Their supporters screamed unjustly at 
the referee causing him to temporarily halt the game.  The onslaught on our goal increased in the last portion of the contest as we were forced 
to	open	up	and	find	a	chance	to	score.	Yasmeen	endured	endless	attacks	and	pulled	off	amazing	save	after	amazing	save	until	catastrophe	
struck.  The Eagles scored a second and took off screaming in delight.  

They	may	have	won	but	they	were	shaken	by	the	sheer	effort	of	their	victory.	That	evening,	soaring	home	with	another	first	placed	banner	held	
tightly	between	talons,	they	may	have	flown	a	little	less	easily	for	once.			For	some	of	their	feathers	were	still	in	the	Cougars’	claws!	

This was a proud performance against exceptional opponents.  The Cougars salute the Eagles.

CAC 2-0 MES Cairo
Player of the Match: Yasmeen Dabees (Y12Y) 
Thank you to all our hard performing players and co-coach Ms. Diassona. 

Player of the Tournament: Bana Al Bitar (G11B) - “We are nothing without each other. We train as a team. We play as a team. That’s 
what makes us strong.”

Mr. S. Perry – Football Coach
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MES Boys Varsity Football arrived at Choueifat School on the 
back of a poor home defeat at the hands of El-Alsson.  A 

squad of 16 were chosen to take part in this prestigious tournament. 
However, due to illness, two key defenders - Ahmed Sweillam(G120) 
and Faress Hamdy(G12O) - were unavailable, cutting the squad down 
to 14. Hussein Elwy(Y12Y) and Saeif Mattar(Y11B) stepped into their 
positions	with	great	maturity	and	confidence.	 	With	200	minutes	of	
football ahead, this was going to be a challenge.

In spite of this, expectations amongst the squad were high and MES 
got off to a reasonable start with a 0v0 draw against AISE.  Despite 
MES being wasteful in front of goal, they were unfortunate to have a 
goal	by	Nour	Hussein(G12O)	ruled	offside	in	the	final	minutes	of	the	
game.  Omar Lasheen(G12V) also played a pivotal role in the draw, 
pulling	of	a	number	of	fine	saves	to	prevent	an	early	loss.

Game two against ISC-6 was played at a much higher tempo by MES, 
who	worked	ISC-6	hard.		Using	the	space	on	the	large	pitch,	MES	had	begun	to	play	the	entertaining	creative	football	that	they	have	worked	
hard on in training, passing the ball well.  With Amr Morsi(G11Y), Nour Hussein(G12O) and Alex Yonan(Y12R) pulling the strings in the middle 
of the park and Mohamed Wegdan(G11R) and Daniel Nicolas(G12G) causing a huge problem on the wings it was just a matter of time before 
MES broke the deadlock.  With the pressure on, MES again stepped up their game. Mostafa Osman(G12V) came off the bench with the 
promise of a goal and he duly delivered, a wonderful spin and shoot, hitting the back of the net early in the second half.

Game three in the group pitted MES against NCBIS.  MES needed a draw to progress to the next round but went down to an early NCBIS 
goal due to some unusually sloppy defending by MES.  Seif Kilaney(Y12Y) and Shahir Maged(G11B) proved what solid defenders they are 
and began to play some superb football .   This allowed the attacking players the freedom to move forward and create opportunities which 
MES capitalised on.  Nour Hussein(G12O) won a foul, his free kick hit the post, and Aly Sadek(G12O) (who had just come on as a substitute) 
tapped	the	ball	home	with	his	first	touch	of	the	game.		With	a	draw	under	their	belts	the	team	proceeded	to	the	semi	finals	with	a	match	against	
El-Alsson	to	decide	whether	or	not	they	would	make	the	final.

The	semi-final	against	El-Alsson	was	always	going	to	be	tough	as	MES	had	played	120	minutes	of	football	compared	to	Alsson’s	80	minutes.		
The	reduced	squad	size	and	fitness	level	of	the	MES	Cairo	players	was	starting	to	impact	on	their	play.		Daniel	Nicolas	was	unable	to	start	
due to crippling cramps, and a number of other players were showing signs of wear and tear.  Alsson started the game well and MES were on 
the back foot early. Shahir Maged (G11B) had to be substituted due to a fractured arm and Mohamed Wegdan (G11R) had to be substituted 
shortly	afterwards	due	to	cramp.		Sherif	Bedeir	(G12G)	and	Zeyad	Salah	(Y11R)	who	were	both	playing	out	of	position	in	midfield	alongside	
Amr Morsi (G11Y) tried to inspire the team forward, however Alsson were the deserved winners and MES  Cairo went into the 3/4 place playoff 
against	NCBIS	with	eleven	players	able	to	take	the	field.

The playoff game against NCBIS was always 
going	 to	 prove	difficult	 for	MES	Cairo,	 and	
an early goal for NCBIS, along with an 
early freak injury to Alex Yonan(Y12R), left 
MES Cairo short of players on the pitch and 
fatigue started to show as NCBIS played the 
better football and came out the winners.  

Finishing 4th overall in the CISSA tournament 
is not what we had aimed for. However, 
following illness prior to the tournament and 
injuries during the tournament, the boys 
can be very proud of their performance.  
Sometimes there are days when things 
don’t always go your way, and it is important 
to	 reflect	 on	 this	 and	 build	 for	 the	 future.	
Training continues, and all the boys will be 
working	 on	 their	 fitness	 for	 the	 upcoming	
tournament in Jordan.

MES Boys Varsity Football
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Boys Varisty Football squad for CISSA 2012

From left to Right, top row: Shahir Maged(G11B), Daniel Nicolas(G12G), Omar Lasheen(G12V), Zeyad 
Salah(Y11R), Sherif Bedeir(G12G), Aly Sadek(G12O), Saeif Mattar(Y11B), Faress Hamdy(G12O), Nour 

Hussein(G12O) 
From left to Right, bottom row: Amr Morsi(G11Y), Hussein Elwy(Y12Y), Mohamed Wegdan(G11R), Seif 

Kilaney(Y12Y), Mostafa Osman(G12V), Ahmed Sweillam(G12O)  N.B (Alex Yonan-Y12R  absent)
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With three new Heads Of House and a new House 
Coordinator there is a lot of change this year with 

the House System. However, we will all be hoping to continue 
the good work from the last few years and really make the 
House System shine this year.

With that in mind the new Heads of Houses were straight back to 
work before the students had even returned from their Summer 
holidays! Every year, the first House competition is the Staff 
‘Amazing Race’ where the staff are put into their House groups 
and have to find their way to a certain destination collecting as 
many items from a list as possible on the way. Once they arrive 
a number of small challenges face them to see which staff 

group can be crowned the winners. This year after a 
very close race it all came down to the throwing of a 
paper aeroplane! Selket under the guidance of new 
leader Mr. Gross finally prevailed and therefore took 
an early lead in the 2012/2013 House competition. 

However, after trailing in fourth place in the staff event, 
Amun’s luck would change when it came to the first 
student event of the year – the House Extravaganza.  
After a fantastic afternoon of fun and games the result 
was very close but Amun came in first place moving 
them up the leaderboard. From a personal note, I 
would like to thank all the students for their efforts and 
their good behavior during the Extravanganza making 
it a great success. I would also like to thank the staff members for all their help in running the day’s events. 

The first term also saw the elections for the student council and some fine young politicians have become the House representatives 
for each year/grade group. If you have any queries or issues you would like the Student Council to discuss then please let your 
representative know and we can put it on our meeting agenda. If you are unsure who your Student Council representative is then 
check the Student Council board in the Atrium near the entrance to the yard.

In order for the House System to work it takes a great deal of 
effort by all the staff involved and most importantly it completely 
relies upon the participation of the students. Therefore I ask all 
of you to make yourselves aware of the events going on in 
school and offer to help either through setting up the events 
but also through taking part as well. Every Wednesday second 
break there will be a House event of one form or another and 
your Heads of House will be after you to ask you to take part. 
Remember, ASK NOT WHAT YOUR HOUSE CAN DO FOR 
YOU BUT WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR HOUSE.

Mr. Shooter - House Coordinator

NEWS
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HOUSE – AMUN
NAME – Mr. Morris
Ambition – To beat Selket!

HOUSE – SELKET
NAME – Mr. Gross

Ambition – To beat everyone!

HOUSE – KHEPER
NAME – Mr. Prebble
Ambition – To beat Selket!

HOUSE – EDJO
NAME – Miss Quarin

Ambition – To beat Selket!

Introducing the new Heads of House….
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David Boynes – Primary Year Three

Hello there! I’m really looking forward to teaching Three Blue this year. They have already impressed me 
with their enthusiastic and vocal approach to learning. I come from a small town called Dorking in Surrey, 
England. My passion is world travel, and I am eagerly anticipating the experience of life in a different 
country, and the privilege of teaching Egypt’s future professionals. I previously taught in Sri Lanka and 
enjoyed the diverse culture and geography on offer there. 

I enjoy many sports and I jog, as well as play football and golf often. I also enjoy cooking and love to 
experiment with spices to create a range of curries. My family and friends are very important to me; I care 
for them very much. I am excited to be joining the MES Cairo family and I am sure that my time here will 
be both successful and enjoyable. David Boynes

Cranston Dodds – Secondary Drama 

My family and I are so very excited to be at MES Cairo for our first teaching assignment abroad. 
I will be teaching Theatre in the American Section. I taught Theatre for quite a few years in 
Texas. I am from a small town just south of Dallas called Corsicana. Even though I have never 
taught internationally, I have travelled all over the world; from hiking across northern England 
to exploring the beautiful country of Thailand, the streets of Kolkatta and Guatemala City. We 
are planning on diving trips as well as discovering as much of the fantastic country of Egypt as 
possible. 

I look forward to a great year!

Cranston Dodds

WELCOME TO NEW

David Woodrich – Secondary Social Studies

I began teaching Social Studies in 2000. A native of New Mexico, USA, with roots in the beaches of Southern 
California, I graduated from Humboldt State University, California, with degrees in Social Studies and History. I 
completed my teaching credentials through the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs and am now working on 
a Master’s degree in Education with Regis Unversity. I am married with two daughters, who live in the USA. My 
wife Creta is working MES Cairo’s Primary department. My daughter Lacey works for the city of Colorado Springs 
and my other daughter Leah is studying Medicine in Washington State. I have been a Wildland Firefighter and 
have been deployed to Georgia, Oregon, California and Nebraska on national wildfire incidents. I love skiing and 
snowboarding. I miss surfing and I like to travel to Mexico, along with many other places, with my wife. David Woodrich

Heather Statz – Secondary English

Hello! I am very happy to be part of the MES Cairo 
family, and I’d like to thank my colleagues and 
students for the warm welcome to Cairo. My dad was 
a United States Marine, so we moved often when I 
was growing up, but never overseas. This is my first 
time living abroad, and I am loving it. This picture 
is of my best friend, who is also my sister, and I at 
a Cardinals baseball game in St. Louis, Missouri. 
Go, Cards! Reading, writing, running, biking, hiking, 
traveling, and exploring fill my spare time when I 
am not teaching English in the American Section at 

MES Cairo. I hope to travel extensively throughout Egypt and beyond on long 
weekends and breaks, so if you have any travel tips for me, please share! I 
look forward to getting to know you all.

Heather Statz

Sarah Clingan – Secondary English

I taught English and Drama in UK schools for many 
years before deciding I 
wanted to explore other 
countries and cultures. My 
first experience was in Oman, 
which was wonderful. For the 
last five years I have taught 
in Malaysia, in the jungle, 
so Cairo couldn’t be more 
different! I love MES Cairo, my 
new colleagues, Egypt and all 
of my new students so I think 
this is going to be a fantastic 
experience. Sarah Clingan
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Michelle Ingham - Secondary Commercial Studies and Humanities 

I have been coming to Egypt as a diving tourist for about ten years, so when I decided to spread my wings 
and experience teaching overseas it seemed natural to look at the Middle East. Thankfully, Mrs. Dajani and 
Ms. Singleton snapped me up and welcomed me into the MES Cairo family. I had a quick trip up to Cairo in 
April when I was vacationing in Sharm and managed a visit to MES Cairo. On that same visit I had my first 
parents evening and paid a deposit on an apartment. It was a busy 48 hours, but I loved it. I would have 
started work then if I could have. I also enjoy skiing – not so easy in Egypt! 

My time will be split between the Commercial Studies and Humanities Departments, so I should get to meet 
quite a few of you. My main subjects are Business Studies, and my degree is in Law with Business modules.  
I have been teaching for twelve years and have worked in a lot of different roles, from Assistant Head of Year 
to Head of Department. I have also mentored many student teachers over the years. I look forward to many 
happy years at MES Cairo. Michelle Ingham

Fran Klein - Secondary Librarian 

Hello everyone! My name is Fran Klein, and I am the new Library Media Centre Coordinator for MES Cairo. 
You will usually find me in the Secondary LMC. I will also be working with our two Primary librarians as 
we plan and coordinate our programmes in the three libraries. I come from Boulder, Colorado, which is a 
beautiful state in the USA with winter skiing in the mountains, and summer hiking, all against the magnificent 
backdrop of the Rocky Mountains. I am a licensed teacher with a degree in Elementary Education, with an 
MA in Instructional Technology and an endorsement in Library Media. I have been a librarian in primary, 
middle and senior high schools, and became district Media Coordinator overseeing the library programmes 
in 54 schools. My son Nicholas, age 27, is pursuing his Medicine degree. My daughter Laura, age 25, is 
pursuing a career in teaching. While they are off seeking dreams, so am I! Luckily, I have found those dreams 
here in Cairo, and feel so fortunate to be a part of the MES Cairo family. I am grateful to Ghada Dajani and 
Mrs. Dajani for offering this wonderful opportunity to me. Fran Klein

Greg de Nevers - 

Hello MES Cairo. I am delighted to be living in Cairo. I am impressed with the warmth and outgoing 
nature of the Egyptians I have met. I love deserts, sleeping outside, learning new things about the world, 
listening to languages new to me, Cumbia music, reading, climbing trees, skiing, jazz-funk music, writing 
and playing tai chi. I am new to teaching, having spent most of my career doing botanical research and 
running nature preserves in California. I have two sons, both in college in Los Angeles, California. Orion 
is a junior at USC and Sequoya is a freshman at Chapman University. My wife, Susan Charnley, who is 
keeping the home fires burning in Portland, Oregon, is an anthropologist with the U. S. Forest Service. I 
grew up in California, near San Francisco, where I learned to walk on hills, watch clouds pass by, swim 
in cold water, ask questions and love conversation. I am tremendously excited about sharing a year of 
learning with all of you.

Greg de Nevers

Jennifer Wilson – Secondary American Math Department 

A little bit about me…

Back in the 1980s my family actually lived in Maadi as my father worked for the US Embassy. My brother 
was even born here! Now, fate has brought me back to this amazing place. The opportunity to teach here in 
Egypt was presented to me and I simply could not refuse such an experience. This is my third year here in 
Egypt. I am originally from the United States, specifically Annapolis, Maryland. Prior to my move here I was 
teaching in Boston, Massachusetts. I’ve also taught in New York City.

Originally a graphic designer, I switched careers to become a Math teacher. I went back to school for 
my teaching certificate and then continued to earn my Masters degree. I have been teaching now for 
seven years. Teaching is my passion as I have a thirst for knowledge and for sharing that knowledge. I am 
enthusiastic about learning and hope to encourage others to be life-long learners no matter the subject.  I 
look forward to working with all of you throughout the school year.Jennifer Wilson
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Christian Vachon – Secondary American English Department

I came to Egypt from New York City, where I lived and taught for eight years. It is wonderful to be at MES Cairo, a 
school I have heard great things about since my arrival here in Cairo two years ago. At school, I do my best to run 
a student-centred class, one where debate is the norm and disagreement (with me or anyone else in the room) is 
encouraged. What I enjoy most about teaching is the meaningful nature of the work—the opportunity to see people 
discover their talents and flourish. I also understand that the deeper my own experience and education, the more I can 
offer. For this reason, I spend my vacations traveling and reading.

Natalie Bancroft – Year Two

I first came to MES Cairo in 1998 and over the years 
I have taught in many departments of the school 
including Key Stages One and Two, Secondary 
and Music!  After three years away I am delighted 
to return again and this year I will be teaching Year 
Two Orange. My children (Kiki and Connie) will be 
in Years Three and Four and we are all so looking 
forward to a happy and productive year.   I am 
also looking forward to seeing all my old students 
and colleagues.  As anyone who remembers me 
will know, I love playing the violin and keeping pet 
guinea pigs but now I have a new hobby too as I 
am renovating a very old house in the North East of 
Scotland where we spend our holidays.

Madalina Ailincai – Secondary Mathematics

Hello everyone! My name is Madalina 
Ailincai and I am delighted to join 
the American Math Department here 
at MES Cairo. I come from a small 
town in the heart of Romania called 
Ghimbav, only 10 km from the Bran 
Castle. I have been teaching for the 
last nine years, both in Romania and 
US. I am looking forward to working 
with the Secondary students at MES 
Cairo. I love travelling, exploring 
places by foot, and spending as much 
time as possible with my family

Jennifer Cole – Secondary LDD 

I’ve joined the Secondary LDD Department 
and am Homeroom Teacher for Year Eight 
Blue. Originally from Great Britain, I was born 
in Germany with Scottish roots, and have 
lived, worked, studied or travelled in over 40 
countries and 200 cities including the Middle 
East, Asia, Europe, North and South America, 
Africa and Russia. I have moved to MES 
Cairo from Nairobi, Kenya where my husband 
Sam, and I have lived for the last three years. 
We have one daughter called Kaya Alexandra 
who celebrated her first birthday in July. I 
love snorkeling, learning languages, having 
adventures like going on safari, and doing 
charity work and community service. I believe that the secret to success in 
life is to be ready for the opportunity when it comes, and I’m glad to have the 
opportunity to be a part of the MES Cairo community!

Madalina Ailincai

Jennifer Cole

Natalie Bancroft

Dr. Ioannis Anagnostopoulos

Γεια σε ολους!!! (Hi to everybody), I am Dr. Ioannis Anagnostopoulos or as my 
students call me Dr. A. I am very pleased that I have joined MES Cairo. My last 
teaching job was in Cyprus (although I do not originate from there). I was born in 
Athens and at the age of 23, I moved to the UK to study. I have been there for the 
last twenty years completing my studies in Molecular Biology and then working as a 
Science teacher. 

I have enjoyed my time in Cairo so far and the students at MES Cairo are wonderful 
and a real pleasure to teach. I am looking forward to more enjoyable times both in and 
out of the classroom.

Ioannis Anagnostopoulos

Christian Vachon
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Joelle Bugeia – Secondary Head of World 
Languages

My name is Ms. Bugeia and 
I am your new HOD in the 
World Language Department. 
I come from the south of 
France. I was born in a little 
village called ‘Martigues”. I 
have now worked for twenty 
years abroad as a teacher. 
I have taught in England, 
Kenya and Egypt so far. I 
love active sports and really 
enjoy travelling.

John Merletti – Secondary American Section 
Mathematics and Science

Hello, my name is John 
Merletti.  I am very excited 
to be here in Egypt.  I am 
originally from Niagara Falls, 
New York and I am now 
enjoying living in Egypt.  I have 
Bachelor of Arts in Geological 
Sciences and a Master of 
Elementary Education with 
a focus on Middle School 
Science and Math.  When 
I am not teaching I enjoy 
spending time with my wife 
and son, hiking in the desert, 
fishing, travel, and playing 
video games (although that 
happens a lot less these 

days).  I feel fortunate to be a part of the MES Cairo team 
and have been very impressed by the school as well as my 
colleagues.  

John Merletti

Kim Tapsell - Secondary Art Department

Hello everyone. My name is Kim Tapsell and I come from London in the UK. I have 
joined MES Cairo’s Secondary school Art and Design Department and am very 
pleased to be here in sunny Cairo! My son, Minky has joined the Primary school 
in Year Five and we are both enjoying the enthusiastic and energetic life at the 
school. I have been teaching for four years and this is my first teaching job abroad. 
Before teaching I worked in the creative industry – in music, fashion, film and new 
media. My art specialisms are film and photography, so being in Egypt is like one 
continuous wonderful photo opportunity for me. Minky and I are both looking forward 
to the Egyptian cinema experience too! In our spare time we alternate between 
being in swimming pools, playing football in our local Maadi league or exploring the 
pyramids by camels and quad bikes. We can’t get enough of those pyramids! I am 
really enjoying working at MES Cairo and being part of the new Art Department team. 
Onwards and upwards!

Lee Simpson – Head of Secondary Art and Design 
Department

My name is Lee Simpson, and I 
have joined MES Cairo to head the 
Secondary Art and Design team. My 
first teaching position was in London, 
home of perhaps the finest football 
team the world has ever seen, 
Queens Park Rangers! I previously 
spent four years in Kathmandu and 
have come to Cairo with my other half 
Malin, and our cats Queen Latifah 
and Absalom. From mountains and 
jungles to deserts and seas, it’s been 
a change, but we’re really enjoying 
exploring the big city and meeting 
lots of new people along the way. I 

have already met some fantastic artists at MES Cairo and am really 
looking forward to seeing some amazing art work produced this year!

Lee Simpson

Kim Tapsell

Judy Tompson - Secondary Art and Design Department

It is a pleasure to join the family of the Modern English School Cairo. 
In the American Section, I will be teaching Visual Art and Design, 
Grades 8 - 12, I am the home room teacher for Grade Seven 
students. I am a Canadian holding 
both a Bachelor of Education degree 
from the University of British Columbia 
and Bachelor of Fine Art degree from 
the Nova Scotia College of Art and 
Design/Dalhousie University. I have 
a teaching background in Visual Art, 
including IBDP, and English in both 
Canadian and International schools.  
Sharing my passion for teaching with 
the wonderful students of MES Cairo 
is an exciting prospect and I also look 
forward to meeting with parents.

Judy Tompson

Joelle Bugeia
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Lorna Mallory – Primary Supply

My name is Lorna Mallory and I am married to 
Adam Briggs. I am returning to MES Cairo as a 
Key Stage Two part-time supply teacher.  I taught 
previously in Year Four and Year Six at MES Cairo 
but I didn’t work last year because Alya Michele, 
our gorgeous baby daughter, was born. I love 
spending my time playing with her and watching 
her grow but I have missed teaching at MES.  I am 
really looking forward to meeting and working with 
students from Year Three to Year Six.

Emily Garvey – Year Six 

My name is Miss Emily. I am very excited to 
be joining the Primary Section at MES Cairo 
this year. I am especially looking forward 
to working in Year Six as I will be teaching 
Six Blue. I come from a town in the north of 
England called Huddersfield. I have taught 
in England for many years, both in my home 
town and in a city called Bradford. So far I have 
really enjoyed working with the lovely Primary 
children at MES Cairo as well as living in Egypt. 
The sunshine, lifestyle, sights and sounds of 
Cairo are amazing; I cannot wait to learn more 
about Cairo and Egypt while I am here.

John van der Marel – Secondary American Math Department

Hi everybody, it is a pleasure meeting 
you all!  My name is Gert Jan van der 
Marel but travelling since the day I 
was born (11th July 1980 in Brunei 
Darussalam), I quickly discovered that 
the Dutch have a distinctive talent for 
unusual sounds.  I therefore adopted the 
name John.  During the last four years 
of my life I lived and worked in Hua Hin, 
a small town South of Bangkok, and 
before moving to Thailand I worked in 
the Gambia.  My wife, three kids and 
I are very excited to be in Cairo and 
cannot wait to experience everything 
Egypt is famous for.  Besides all the 
beauty and fun naturally offered to 
me by mathematics, I like to listen to 
music and play it, and I especially enjoy 
playing sports.  I hope to see you soon 
either in the corridor or on the pitch!

David McKoski – Secondary Photography and AP Art

I am excited to be part of the Art and 
Design Department teaching photography 
and AP Art at MES Cairo! I have spent 
the past sixteen years teaching Art 
in Chicago, Illinois. My international 
experience began in 1985 as a Peace 
Cops Volunteer in the Philippines and 
since then I have enjoyed travelling 
and working in various countries. Prior 
to teaching, I worked in community 
development and refugee resettlement. 
My experiences as an artist include 
photography, ceramics and teaching 
visual literacy.

Lorna Mallory

Hayley Wagstaff – Year Five

My name is Miss Hayley. I am very 
excited to be joining the Year Five Team 
at MES Cairo this year. I previously 
worked in a British International School 
in Dubai. So far I have really enjoyed 
working with the lovely children at MES 
Cairo as well as living in Egypt. While I 
am here I hope to do a lot of travelling 
and explore everything that Egypt has 
to offer. 

Hayley Wagstaff

Emily Garvey

John van der Marel

David McKoski
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The European Council of International Schools (ECIS) is the leading collaborative global network promoting 
and supporting ideals and best practices of international education. The Promotion of International 
Education (PIE) award was designed by ECIS to recognise those involved in the international school 
community that are actively involved in promoting international education. 

The eligibility criteria states that the recipient: ‘must have made a significant and noteworthy contribution 
to the promotion of international education’ and ‘should be an exemplary citizen who exhibits personal 
integrity, ethical professional practices, high personal expectations, a positive attitude and demeanour 
toward others, and seeks to understand and promote an understanding and appreciation of other cultures 
and educational programmes’. Additionally, they ‘must contribute above and beyond normal contractual 
obligations and demonstrate the ability to excel at inspiring and leading others.’

Last June, this award was presented to Suzie Sheehan, who is the Head of English in the British and IBDP 
Sections at MES Cairo. Suzie continues to make a significant impact in the promotion of international 
understanding amongst staff and students at MES Cairo as a result of her leadership of various projects 
above and beyond her contractual, remunerated positions of responsibility.

Suzanne is an exemplary teacher of English and demonstrates an excellent grasp of the complexities of our school, having taught in and led 
the teaching of English in all three curriculum areas (British, American and IBDP Sections). She is heralded by students in her classes as a 
teacher who ‘opens their minds to other people, places and predicaments’ through her own love of language and literature, and teaching. 
Students feel they can talk with Mrs. Sheehan about issues of concern, be they global or personal; she offers objective insight based on her 
wealth of knowledge and experience.

Ms. Sheehan has edited the school’s high quality publication, The MESsenger, for nine years, taking great care to ensure that each edition 
reflects the broad range of events occurring in the school and across the age range. At the heart of Suzie’s editorial perspective is her desire 
to showcase the school’s internationalism: we serve the needs of comparatively privileged Egyptian children and the MESsenger captures 
well the school’s commitment to an authentic international education which values all people regardless of culture, gender, wealth, religion 
etc. in addition to this, Suzanne regularly promotes the principle of MES Cairo’s mission statement in the national media by publishing articles 
and advertisements which draw attention to our students’ leadership abilities, the school’s philanthropic interests and the sense of community 
which is an integral part of the philosophy upon which MES is built. Suzanne also serves as the inspiring force behind the publication of the 
MES Diary which is gifted by the school’s Board of Directors annually to all students for their personal use. Each year the Diary reflects a 
different focus; themes have included Peace, Culture and Change.

Suzanne coordinates the bi-annual, school-wide Literacy Festival. This year’s Festival programme included visitors from overseas: 
internationally renowned children’s authors and a mythical, cultural story teller. Performers exposed our students to cultural diversity and 
understanding through their varied presentations.

Ms. Sheehan masterminds the annual Secondary Student Debating competition, at which global issues are profiled by representative students. 
Students present to an audience of over 400 peers. Topics and presentations are always provocative and well-considered, encouraging senior 
student speakers and audience members alike to contemplate contentious topics of global significance.

Another project which Suzanne leads is our contribution to a national youth initiative to stop human trafficking. This programme has been 
established by the Ministry of Population in collaboration with Egypt’s leading schools with the intention that the country’s youth may help 
contribute to government policy and assist the ministry with their practical interpretation of the UN Convention for the Rights of the Child. 
Although a native speaker of English, Suzie has immersed herself in the local culture and language; 
she is fluent in Arabic. This sets an excellent example for our students, the majority of whom are 
Arabic native speakers who are functioning in a learning environment which is almost entirely 
English medium. Her command of Arabic, and familiarity with the Middle East, means that she is 
an integral member of staff when it comes to overcoming the inevitable divide between expatriate 
colleagues with those who are from Egypt.

Suzanne is committed to international education. She keeps abreast of developments through 
ongoing personal research on English National Curriculum initiatives, as well as those promoted 
through the International Baccalaureate Organisation. She is a regular contributor to staff meetings 
with her knowledge about various topics, including literacy, assessment and curriculum. She offers 
insight beyond her subject area, taking an active and very genuine interest in the school generally. 
She is well-respected amongst all members of the school community for her commitment, vision 
and care.

Mrs. N. Singleton - Head of secondary, British and IB Diploma Sections

ECIS AWARD FOR PROMOTION
OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
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MES Cairo Charity News

All of the money raised through the Adopt A School 
project last academic year went towards the much 
needed refurbishment of the Middle School yard at 
the Military Factory #18 school.  The whole yard area 
was first repaved, meaning that the students now 
have a nice surface to walk and play on.  Another 
significant improvement in the yard has been the 
inclusion of seating areas around the yard, which 
has also created some flower beds which have been 
planted.  Now the yard is not only a nice place to 
stand with friends, but to sit together in too.

A significant amount of the money raised by MES Cairo also went to the redevelopment of the 
bathrooms in the yard area, which were in a poor condition and needed to be replaced and improved.  
When this is finished and the students return to school, the yard will have been transformed beyond 
recognition!

September 2012 marks the end of MES Cairo’s work on the Military Factory #18 School which we 
first adopted in March 2011.  However this is by no means the end of the Adopt A School project as 
a whole, as Ms Ghada has found MES Cairo a NEW school to adopt!  Hopefully the enthusiasm that 
was inspired by the first Adopt A School project will once again be harnessed and mean that MES 
Cairo can continue to Make A Difference with every school that the work with.

Mrs. A. Allsop, Make A Difference Coordinator 2010-2012

CAS Project Days, a.k.a How to have fun and Make A Difference!

It was once again a very warm day in June that saw DP12 students climbing off the bus at the 
Adopt A School project, armed with paint, brushes and enthusiasm!  This time though they would 
be decorating the walls of the Middle School yard at the Military Factory #18 school and would have 
less than two days to finish the job!  Fortunately help was at hand from the skilled and patient Ms 
Lamia, and from a group of Year and Grade 10 students who would be joining the IB Diploma in 
September.

“All of us thought we could paint, but actually it was really hard” said one student at the end of the 
first day.  The challenge everyone was facing was once again the heat of painting outdoors, without 
shade, in the hot Egyptian sun.  Faten El Nahas, DP12, said that “The hardest part was painting in 

Adopt A School
2 0 1 1 - 1 2  u p d a t e
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the heat because the paint dried really quickly and this meant it was difficult to get the colours we wanted looking 
good on the walls”.  

The murals this year were more complicated and contained more detail than those painted in the Primary Yard last 
year.  In order to reflect the age of the students who would be using the yard, Miss Lamia had found a series of 
iconic images of Egypt, from the pyramids and a Nile scene to the Citadel and Tutankhamen’s mask.  

“We worked together and all helped each other to finish our paintings” said Ahmed Dahawy, DP12. “We had to 
cooperated to make sure everything was finished as we only 
had one and a half days” said Sohayla Helal (DP12).  One 
of the Learning Outcomes that students must demonstrate as 
part of their CAS Programme is that of working with others, a 
second learning outcome that students must demonstrate is 
that of commitment.  Mirit Aigbey (DP12) said: “We all showed 
real commitment – we could have easily been absent on the 
second day, but we were determined to finish everything.”

On the second day of the project, DP12 students were not 
alone in completing this challenge as they were joined by a 
number of Pre-IB students; these students from Year Ten had 
places to study the IB Diploma in September based on the 
results of the IGCSE exams they had just finished taking. 

As well as the Pre-IB students, we were once again joined by 
some students who attend the Military Factory #18 school and 
were keen to get involved and help brighten their school yard.  
Many of the MES Cairo students said that “this was best part 
of the two days.  It was great to meet Mostafa and to be able 
to socialize with him”

“While we painted together we asked him about his family and 
how he live and whether he enjoyed school.  He loved school 
but said that there was a bully at the school who smoked and 
so we advised Mostafa to stay away from him and to not be 
influenced by him.  Mostafa said that he would take care of the 
paintings next year and would look after them to make sure 
that they were kept clean and that no one would draw graffiti 
on them.” “We gained an insight in to the other side of living in 
Egypt – I didn’t know what this school was be like as it was so 
different to our school here at MES. 

At the end of the day seeing our work gave us a really positive 
feeling. We felt a tremendous 
sense of achievement.

When we all sat together to 
eat our lunch – it was really 
special to all be together.”

Sohayla Helal, Ahmed 
Dahawy, Mirit Aigbey and 
Faten El Nahas, (DP12)
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Adopt A School Project 2012 -13

A couple of weeks ago I was invited to visit a school in Katameya that is less fortunate than 
ours.  We were a group of eight students accompanied by a group of teachers. This was 

on a Sunday during midday and I wasn’t sure what to expect.  When we arrived at this school, 
I was really upset to see the conditions of a typical school in my country. I could see that it 
needed some work to imprve the facilities and then I felt glad that I had joined this project.

We were asked to walk around some of the classrooms.  The average child there is ten years 
old.  We handed out gifts sent to the children from MES Cairo and we were delighted to see 
the children so happy to receive our gifts. I gave a mini-presentation to introduce myself, our 

school MES Cairo, and to explain to the students why they have received these gifts  The gifts 
were sketchbooks, colouring pencils, notebooks, pens, pencils, and other useful school supplies. As I handed out the gift bags, I tried my best 
to get to know as many children as I could.  To see the smiles on their faces really made me feel humbled and overjoyed. In between each 
class, we all tried to put some ideas forward for improvements, and we hope to see our ideas come to fruition in future visits.

In conclusion, the trip was a lot more fun and fulfilling in reality than I thought it would be. I believe this is a fantastic opportunity for me. The 
project has brought new experiences to my life, and has encouraged me to build a vision.  I am now looking forward to more opportunities like 
this one. As I look forward to watching Katameya school improve, I will remember how I felt on this visit, and try to build on my enthusiasm 
to improve other schools.  I feel that I have contributed to improving children’s lives and I am proud to be making maybe make a small, yet 
worthwhile difference to the community around me.

Selim El Badry – DP11Red

MES Cairo Adopts a second School!
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On Saturday 20th  October, 31 NHS/NJHS 
students ventured through the street 

mazes at the foothills of Mokattam. No, they were 
not lost in Cairo; they had a specific destination 
and purpose. Their goal for the day was to 
reach the Association for the Protection of the 
Environment (APE) Recycling Centre to observe 
and participate in the recycling processes they 
provide.

In June 2012, Honor Society students collected paper throughout Secondary and donated it to the APE Centre for recycling. Now, 
students were to see how paper and fabrics are recycled, as well as the new materials and products that can be made from the 
recycled items.

Upon our arrival we were warmly greeted and given a tour of the facilities starting with the paper recycling section. Moving from 
room to room we learned about the recycling process and were even allowed to produce new sheets of paper from recycled 
materials. Students remarked that they would not like to 
make all the paper they need for school assignments!

The next section of the tour was the fabric recycling section. 
Various fabrics and materials are recycled at APE and used 
to make an assortment of products such as handbags, 
quilts, rugs, and even stuffed animals. During this section 
students were able to see and use a loom for making fabric 
rugs.

Students also were able to visit the on-site school for the 
worker’s children. Alia Zaki (G12B) decided to deliver a 
brief English lesson on numerals, much to the delight of 
the children.

Honor Society students will continue to collect used 
paper this year for donation to the APE Recycling Centre 
in order to support the Zabaleen women and protect the 
environment and natural resources of Egypt.

Ms. C. Flake – Social Studies Department

National Honor Society and National Junior 
Honor Society

Community Service Activity
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Ahmed Mohsen - Cairo to Loughborough to Rio Freestyle!
After years of grueling training sessions, accumulating multiple lengths and 
thousands of kilometres in the pool, Ahmed Mohsen’s (MES Cairo Graduate 
from Y12Y) hard efforts have finally paid off. After ascending to the heights of 
national swimming champion and international competitor MES Cairo’s very 
own ‘Man from Atlantis’ has had at least one of his dreams come true. In 
August 2013 Ahmed’s three A-level results meant he could be accepted onto 
a Computer Studies degree programme at the prestigious Loughborough 
University in middle England. Loughborough is ranked highly in the UK for 
this subject so it was an extremely rewarding placement for Ahmed who had 
endeavoured to balance his academic studies with the rigorous and time 
consuming regime of an international swimmer. 

However, in addition to its academic renown, Loughborough has an even greater reputation for its 
sporting facilities and sporting excellence. Numerous Olympic athletes, including swimmers, are 
Loughborough graduates. It was no coincidence that Loughborough wanted Ahmed as much as 
Ahmed wanted Loughborough. His list of achievements include championship first places in 200m 
freestyle, 400m freestyle, 200m individual medley and 400m individual medley in an international meet 
in Germany, a third place in the FINA World swimming Championships in Lima, Peru and a strong 
showing in the Olympic Trials in Dubai in 2011. Ahmed’s next goals are two fold, 1) become a successful 
Computer Studies undergraduate and 2) attempt to qualify for the next Olympic Games in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil. He is in definitely in the right place now and let’s wish him the very best in being in the 
right place in 2016. 

What are your fondest memories of MES?

My fondest memory of MES Cairo would have to be my Graduation. It was a beautiful day and I remember 
quite well the week leading up to it. I was involved with Zeina El Tohamy and Sabrina Marzouky in writing 

each of our speeches representing the IBDP, American, and British Sections. My family supported me 
throughout my time at MES Cairo and all came to my graduation and. Mrs. Singleton coached us in preparing for our speeches throughout 
those weeks and helped us practise until we got it just right. I reflected on my entire journey throughout MES Cairo whilst up on that podium. It 
was a windy night and I remember how my cap kept insisting on falling only to have me catch it before hitting the ground on several occasions.

What are you doing now?

Right now I am finishing the American University in Cairo’s (AUC) Honors Political Science Bachelor program. It involves me staying at AUC 
for an extra period of time in order to finish my thesis. This allows me to start post-graduate studies faster than a normal Bachelor of Arts. I 
started off at AUC in 2009 as a Research Assistant in the Political Science department. As time went on I found more doors opening for me. In 
2011 I was awarded several research grants to assist the department with interesting research projects on the Egyptian uprising. I had already 
started writing a lot, publishing in the Atlantic Council, Opendemocracy and in Egyptian newspapers. 

Over the past year my life has changed significantly. I started work for The Carter Center (TCC) Democracy Program Egypt during the 
Presidential Elections last June. I was TCC’s resident Political Assistant; doing the functions of a resident political analyst as well as reporting 
directly to the Field Office Director (FDO). I assisted with preparations for the 2012 Election Observation Mission (EOM) and the holding 
delegation meetings in Cairo. These meetings involved people from TCC’s Atlanta Head Office, as well President Jimmy Carter himself. 

During the run-off Presidential election I took President Carter’s son, Jayson Carter, to a polling center in Zamalek 
to observe the aggregation process of votes. This was one of my fond memories of working with at TCC. After TCC 
scaled down their mission I went back to my research and became an advisory board member at the New York based 
NGO Global Fund for Widows (GFW). This is what I’ve been preoccupied with lately as we launch a few projects in 
Egypt that are aimed at helping to alleviate the effects of poverty on widows.

What are your career plans and general ambitions for the future?

My plans for the immediate future involve me applying to do my postgraduate studies abroad and eventually securing 
a PhD. I plan on coming back and teaching in Egypt and the Middle East. In the meantime I imagine I will continue 
to write more and continue to work with GFW. The organisation’s mission is close to my heart and it is my way of 
giving something back.

MES CAIRO ALUMNI NEWS

A political scientist with a bright future
I n t e r v i e w  w i t h  K a r i m  M a l a k  –  C l a s s  o f  2 0 0 8 
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Nadya Shanab
ALUMNI NEWS

‘Miss’ Nadya Shanab, MESConian (Class of 2004), is now a fully 
established music teacher at MES Cairo! She spoke to the MESsenger 
about her work and about her exciting new music album, ‘El Mahrousa’.

‘El Mahrousa’ is the result of almost three years of hard work and going through the 
official licensing process and the legalities of the music industry here in Egypt.  

I decided I wanted to put an album together when I was in my final 
year of studying at The Liverpool University for Performing Arts 
(LIPA) and I had to take on a project for my songwriting class. An 

album seemed like the perfect idea. I had been wanting to release my own album 
for as long as I can remember and being at a university with 24 hour access to 
recording studios was the place to do it! I approached my band members and a 
friend who had studied sound technology at LIPA and we were ready to go. It took us 

over a year to have the finished product. We met several obstacles 
on the way such as band members moving away, running out of 
booked studio time and losing files, but eventually we got there! A 
friend of mine agreed to do the photography for the album cover 
and we worked together to bring the design to life.  Feeling excited 
and extremely relieved to have the finished product finally in my 
hand, little did I know then that the toughest part of our journey was still ahead! 
I moved to Egypt shortly after the revolution, wanting to be close to home while it was 
all taking place. I was determined to release my album in Egypt and break my way 
into the music scene again. I was met with restriction after restriction.  I had to open 
up a branch of my record label (Hamzet Wasl) here in Egypt, I needed lyrics approval 
from the censorship committee, a license to print the cd, a license to advertise and 
another to sell and distribute it. It was another two years before the last license was 

issued and I was finally able to approach stores to stock my album! Seeing it released gives me a 
huge sense of achievement and pride in the band as a whole.  Now the album is released and now 
that I completely understand how things work here, I hope to give other artists a chance by signing 
them up to my record label and helping them on their journeys.

Earlier this November, the album – El Mahrousa – finally hit the shelves at stores in Egypt (Virgin, 
Diwan, Bikya and Al Kotob Khan amongst others)! The album is a fusion of elements from both the 
Western and oriental world. It aims to bridge cultures through music. All songs on the album were 
written by myself with the exception of one track – Sa’alny Habiby – which was written by Omar El 
Nayal an MES graduate (Class 2004). 

As for teaching at MES Cairo… I absolutely LOVE it! I had already had some teaching experience 
in Liverpool, UK and have now successfully completed my UK teaching qualifications. Being back at 
MES Cairo feels like being back at home.  The people I work with are great and it’s very interesting 
seeing my own school through a different perspective. Working at MES Cairo has definitely made 
my settling-in-process back in Egypt much easier. As a teacher, I hope to inspire my students to 
follow their dreams and to remember that the easiest route is not necessarily going to be the most 
successful in the end.

Visit the Alumni page and view MESConian newsletters on the Modern English School Cairo website:

http://www.mescairo.com/mesnew/alumni.asp

MES Cairo Class of 2004
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The 2012 Halloween dance kicked off with a spooky start. 
The seniors spent much of the afternoon madly transforming 
the MPH top floor so that they could treat the 7s and 8s to a 
fantastic evening. 

As a result the MPH became a hair-raising hall of horrors 
with alarming artwork and scary decorations: skeletons, 
spiders, pumpkins and a host of orange and black balloons. 
This was a fitting backdrop for the evening, which ran from 
6.30 to 9.30. 

The atmosphere was certainly not grave! Instead, there 
was monster music accompanied by deadly dance-offs 
and spine-chilling shout-outs. Seniors took turns DJ-ing the 

evening and supplied a constant stream of tantalising tunes 
that kept those on the dance floor boogy-ing. The seniors had also organised special effects 
with spooky lighting and frightful fog and although we could not see the weird figures dancing at some points, it did not cause any coffin’!

The atmosphere was enhanced by all the amazingly creepy costumes! Witches, vampires and zombies and an array of other ‘things that go 
bump in the night’ were all present. The senior girls were spectacular as a group of freaky 
fairies who added their own special brand of ghoulish glamour.

All that dancing created huge appetites but there was plenty of food for the armies of the un-
dead to sink their fangs into on the ground floor of the MPH. 

Many thanks to the seniors who were excellent hosts and had spent a lot of time planning and 
organising the event. Many thanks too to the all the staff, from those who helped organise the 
halls and security, to those who supervised and joined in the spooky fun!

Ms. T. Sliney – Secondary English Department

Halloween Hocus Pocus!
Spook-tacular fun at the Halloween Social!

Ms. Sliney gets ready for the witching hour
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Hamzah Abdel-Majid, (Y9B), tells the MESSenger all about his 
fantastic Caribbean Action Quest summer camp adventure   

I usually start an article or story with one word, which describes the whole story that I’m 
writing. But in this case, it’s literally impossible to describe my adventure in one word. 

This is all about my 21-day camp adventure in the Caribbean.  It all started at Cairo airport. 
I flew alone from Cairo to London, then from London to Miami. After staying in Florida for a few days with my uncle, I flew to Porto Rico. There I met the camp 
councilors and some of the people I was going to stay with for the next three weeks! 

To reach our final destination we had to fly in a tiny jet which only had fifty seats,.  Forty nine of those 
seats were taken by the people from our camp! We flew to the British Virgin Islands.  This was the 
beginning of an incredible experience that I was about to be a part of. 

When we arrived, we took our bags and rode in a huge truck taxi (what an experience!). I made new 
friends and started to talk to a lot more people than I thought I would ever socialise with. We arrived 
after an hour and a half’s drive from the airport to the docks. Mike, the co-owner of Action Quest, 
gave us a briefing about what was going to happen over the next three weeks, and then he assigned 
us each to a specific boat. There were 12 different boats.  Some were monohulls and some were 
catamarans. Mine was a 50ft catamaran called ‘Josiah’s Reach’. 

I soon met my boat councilors: Meghan, Evan and Bryant. They let us go to our rooms so we could put 
down our bags; Evan and I hit it off quickly and we were talking a lot about Marine Biology (as that was 
his University specialty) while waiting for the others to arrive. I met everyone that I was going to stay 
on the boat with (12 people aged between 13 to 16 years). Some were from USA, some from Latin 
America and others from Europe. After that, we ate dinner and discussed the ‘rotation’ issue. Each 
person was given a number  and my number was 9! 

The next day we set sail my adventure started.  Although the camp was focused on scuba diving and 
sailing we had to do a lot of specific chores during the trip, which changed every day. That was called 
the rotation system; it was an important part of the camp programme. A plan and schedule was drawn 
and put up after a discussion between the councilors. The chores included cooking, cleaning and 
acting as skipper. Every 4-5 days of sailing in the mid-ocean we stopped to enjoy a few hours on land 
to explore the islands of Tortola, Virgin Gorda and Jost Van Dyke. I had the most amazing hamburgers! 
I ate the same meal on almost every island we visited!

 During our sailing trips and in between our daily dives, we had an option to do watersports like skiing, wakeboarding and much more.  I succeeded in obtaining 
special diving certifications: Underwater Naturalist (Being able to identify Vertebrates, Invertebrates, Crustaceans and Plants), Night Diver, Equipment 
Specialist, Underwater Navigator (knowing how to use the compass underwater) and Boat Diver.  To get the Equipment Specialist certification I had to attend 
extra lectures at night with the older divers. We also touched on marine biology subjects and went ‘turtle tagging’. The experience was absolutely amazing.

 Nighttime was as exciting as the daytime. Usually every night, two or more boats came together and attended a lecture. The lectures were about a different 
subject each time. The lectures included scuba diving, life in general and many other things. The dive lectures were tied to what the plan was for the next day. 
Attending the lectures raised a lot of questions in my head and gave me an inspiration to learn more about myself and what I personally want to do with my life.

At the end of the trip we got to experience a four to five hour hike on one of the steepest mountains in 
the Caribbean (Mt. Sage).  When you reach the top of the mountain you get to drink one of the best 
banana smoothies ever! This was the toughest thing I have ever experienced in my life. I was the 14th 
person to reach the top, out of a total of 120 people! 

We kept an updated online blog on each boat (which each one of us had to write when we were 
skipper). On our last night, every person was given 17 index cards to write a message to each 
person on the boat including our councilors. Then they were sealed in an envelope and given to us 
to only open after we boarded the planes back home.  Opening and reading those cards made me 
understand the meaning of meeting complete strangers and turning the relationship into a family type 
over 21 days of living together. I realized the importance of dividing chores between us, eating each 
meal together, fighting and arguing together, making up, sharing ideas, taking care of each other and 
sharing many laughs; it was just magical!

Overall, this experience was amazing. I got to learn new things about diving and marine biology. 
I also understand and believe more in teamwork and the whole experience taught me to be more 
independent.  More importantly, I now feel more responsible for myself and for others. I learnt to 
appreciate more things about life itself and how careful I should be in dealing and approaching life 
experiences.

I believe that everything I did at this camp will benefit me, both in the present and the future. I have 
to thank my parents for being so supportive in giving me this opportunity to take part in such a great 
summer camp that I will never forget. 

I can’t wait for next year’s summer experience!   

Hamzah Abdel-Majid (Y9B)

Caribbean
Dream
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MESmerised
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MESsenger Team: Ms. S. Sheehan, Ms. L. Dermody, Ms. G Dajani, 
Mr. M. Kirby, Ms. V. Monir, Ms. R. Sharkawy, Mr. S. Rayner, Hamzah 
Abdel-Majid (Y9B), Rami Fleifel (G9G), G11 and G12 Photography 
class. With special thanks to Mr. Elham Tadros at Glow Printing.

MESmerised
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Modern English School Cairo is a learning community 
which provides a high quality education for children from 
Foundation Stage One to university entrance level, serving 
the needs of Egyptian and international families in Cairo. 
Our broad education is based upon the British Curriculum 
in Primary. In Secondary, we offer a choice between 
a British Curriculum, an American Curriculum and the 
International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme. Arabic 
and Religious Studies are taught throughout the school. 

Our Mission 

Leadership through Education: Caring, Challenging, 
Inspiring

We believe in:

• recognising the value of each individual and his/her 
relationship with others;

• promoting international understanding and 
responsible citizenship in a multicultural context, 
reflecting the best of Arab, Western and other world 
cultures;

• providing a supportive, inspiring environment which 
encourages learners to aim high and achieve their 
aspirations;

• creating opportunities for all to develop confidence, 
responsibility and integrity.

IBO World School
*

CIE Fellowship Centre Status
*

DfE - Department for Education (UK) 
Number 7036316

*
Member of British Schools in the Middle 

East (BSME)
*

Associate Member of European Council of 
International Schools (ECIS)

*
Council of International Schools (CIS)

*
Fully accredited by Middle States 
Association (MSA) Commission on 
Elementary and Secondary Schools

*
Fully accredited as an International 

School by Ministry of Education, Egypt
*

Member Near East South Asia (NESA) 
Council of Overseas Schools

*
NCA Accredited - AdvancED

*
ICT Mark (UK 2010)

New Cairo, South of Police Academy
Tel: (202) 2618-9600
Fax: (202) 2617 0020

Website: www.mescairo.com
E-mail: mescairo@mescairo.com

Mailing address: P.O.Box 5, New Cairo, 
Tagamoa Khamis, 11835, Cairo, Egypt

Modern English School Cairo
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